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Ethernet Audio Done Right
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MEET THE SQUARE
The Wheatstone E2 (E SQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It

just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability.

SQUAREs are totally scalable: use one as a standalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have a standalone digital snake. Add a fanfree mix engine and
build yourself a studio using analog and digital I/O SQUAREs.

All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed intel-
ligence replicates all configuration data to every unit.
Profanity delay and silence detection are done in the
SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (w/automation protocol)
-it's in there; all with real front panel meters, 32
character status indicators and SNMP capability.

OP

88E DIGITAL ENGINE: Just plug an E -SERIES control surface or GLASS E
computer interface into this engine and get all the mixes, mic and signal
processing you need. Fanfree, so it can stay in the studio where it belongs.

Because the E2 system doesn't rely on a third party
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). Like-
wise, system operation doesn't require external PCs for
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1 Gigabit protocol

eliminates the latency and channel capacity
restrictions associated with older technology.

E -SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT!

Studio 1
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E -SERIES
control surface
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88D I/O: 8 digital inputs d I .eadpho:, ,:nd meter

any of the SQUARE's inputs or outputs in real time. The 32 character
display gives yoi all the information you need about your audio and
system configuration. And because you can operate in either 8 -channel
stereo or 16 -channel mono mode, 16 channels of metering are provided.

88A I/O: 8 analog inputs and outputs. You can bring a new SQUARE up in
seconds and of course use the front panel encoder for your X -Y control.
Front panel status LEDs give you continuous link, status, and bit rate
information as well as confirmation of any GPIO activation.

88AD I/O: 4 analog plus 4 digital inputs and outputs-perfect for small
studios or stand -e routing.

09:":*X":*X":':**X whoa am.-.. 'were
Weir -

88 I/O CONNECTIONS: E2 has both DB-25s for punchblock interface and
RJ-45s for point-to-point interface. All SQUAREs have 12 individually con-
figurable opto-isolated logic ports that can be either inputs or outputs.

STUDIOS DONE EASY!
digital engine 8x8 I/O

standard
8x8 I/O

layer 3
digital engine

.111101111.11111Mt<---> Ethernet
<- >

8x8 I/O16x16 I/O switch
111=11.11111--->

vviwww.wheatstone.com



It doesn't take
a genius to know

that being off the air
will cost you...
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lobar tailored power solutions provider

Protect Your Revenue Stream with
Tailored Power Quality Solutions
from Staco Energy Products
For over ten years broadcasters have relied on Staco voltage regulators to keep their dic ital transmitters
up and running. Now that proven reliability is available to protect your in -studio assets too!

Visit our web site-www stacoenergy.com- to see our line-up of Uninterruptible Power Supplies, Harmonic
Filters, and other power quality products and services. Talk to us about your application requirements-
and we'll tailor a solution to keep you on the air-without breaking the bank.

Features:UniStar P Series
6, 8, and 10kVA on-line double
conversion true sine wave UPS
 Systems are parallelable up to four (4)

systems for either redundancy or capacity

 Tower and 19 inch rack configurations

r

StacoSine®
Active harmonic Filter

-LINE

Simple hardwire i/o conecticns
(6, 8, & 10 kVA units'

User friendly control panel
Precision power conditioning
Smart battery management
Remote communications and monitoring
Optional external battery pa:ks for
extended runtime

10, 15, and 20kVA on-line
doable conversion true sine
waive UPS

 208, 220 or 480Vac operation
at 60Hz

 Available from 208-480Vac
(600Vac consult factory)

 Wall mount and free
standing models

 50/60Hz

I

Sr.

Visit our web site:
www.stacoenergy.com

FIRSTLINE OC
The most comprehensive and flexible
power distribution solution available.

 Up to 96 protected branch
circuit breakers.

 Thilee interlocked switches for true
wraparound bypass.

Features
Parallelable up to six (6) systems
for added capacity or redundancy
Full-f.inction spectrum analyzer
stancard on all models
Digital Signal .'rocessor (DSP)
controlled for extremely fast and
accurate filtering
Available in NEMA 3R and NEMA
12 style enclosures (consult fac:ory)

Waveform
after
correction

Waveform
before
correction

Staco Energy Products Co.
US Toll Free: 866-261-1191
Phone: 937-253-1191
e-mail: sales@StacoEnergy.com
www.StacoEnergy.com

Power Quality Solutions Tailored To Protect Your Revenue Stream
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Thousands
of people across America use Tieline codecs

for remote broadcasts every day.

166 The broadcast was wonderful
- Tieline's wireless 3G provided all
the benefits of a remote pickup
unit with bidirectional audio paths,
and a communications circuit. Of

Marcus Xenakis,
Director of Engineering and IT,
Clear Channel Radio in Philadelphia

Watch a live wireless video demo right now
www.tieline.com/videos

www.tieline.com
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Currents Online
Rainy

Selected headlines from the past month.

Coby Electronics to Unveil Portable HD Radio Receiver
The HDR-700 can operate on an internal, rechargeable battery. It also includes an SD card
slot for MP3 playback.

Adam A5 Now Shipping
Powered by two 25W on -board amplifiers, the speaker uses Adam's Accelerated Ribbon
Technology folded ribbon tweeter with a 5" woofer.

CAP Advisory Council Formed
Nine groups are represented by the council that was inspired by an implementation plan
created by the Society of Broadcast Engineers.

Larry Cervon Dies at 86
The past president of Broadcast Electronics, Lawrence Cervon died on July 5, 2008, at his
home in Laurel, NY. He was 86 and suffered from pulmonary fibrosis.

NAB Announces 2008 Marconi Radio Awards Finalists
The awards honor radio stations and on -air personalities for excellence in broadcasting in 21 categories.

Arbitron Adds PPM VIP Service
PPM panelists in New York, Houston and Philadelphia who live in households with a person age 18-34 in residence can
use the personal digital calendar service to help keep track of their schedules.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Heil Sound.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2008.
 5.
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This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -20.

Enter by September 10.
Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, mailing address and phone number.

www.heilsound.com
No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to
RadioMagOnline.com.

HD Digital Radio Alliance Looks to Convert
Consumer Awareness to Action

The Alliance has added a mobile marketing initiative and
expanded online resources for retailers and auto dealers to
the next flight of on -air radio ads.

Site Features
Recognizing Innovation

The Advancement in Radio Technology Awards recognize
the top new products introduced over the past year, and you
decide the winners. Vote now at RadioMagOnline.com.

Advancement in Radio Technology

FA

W A Ft D S
Stay Informed With Newsletters

The weekly Radio CLrrents, the twice -monthly Digital Radio
Update and New Products Extra, and the weekly NAB Radio
Update are loaded with information you can use.

Industry Events
The Radio magazine Industry Events calendar lists upcoming
conventions and conferences.

August 2008



MUSIC/UM USA
The World Lewder ira IP Ccoclecs
St4poima

if IP DUAL AUDIO [ODIC

 Based on Suprima: Includes
many of the same features

 4 -channel input mixer
with line/mic levels
and phantom power

 Lightweight & rugged design

A5upoi/1/1A/t
UP TO 14 IP AUDIO CODECS IN A 3U RACK

 Includes LAN, ISDN U & S/T,
and X.21 interfaces standard

 Auto backup to ISDN from
IP or X.21

 Built-in Web Browser for
control and monitor from
remote locations

 Comes fully loaded with every
available algorithm included

key Wit/v).41,
PORTABLE IP & ISDN CODE[

45urigiA4AX-1 U
UP TO 4 IP AUDIO CODECS IN A 1U RACK

 ISDN/X.21 modules available for automatic back-up
 Each module is hot-swappable
 Redundant Power Supplies
 Fully loaded with every available algorithm included
 No additional components or options are required to
meet your needs

CCS
MUSICAM USA

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
email: sales(# musicamusa.com
web: www.musicamusa.com



VIEWPOINT CSCHERER@RADIOMAGONLINE.COM

How is HD Radio
really doing?

Iis about that time when I take a survey of HD Radio's progress. We
regularly see reports of statistics and projections relating to the technology,
and local newspapers have some occasional coverage of it. Last month,

Ibiquity President and CEO Bob Struble launched an online column to provide
what he calls a candid inside view of what Ibiquity is thinking and doing to
speed AM and FM's conversion to digital.

We can all see that HD Radio appears to be moving slowly ahead. Recent
news headlines of sub $100 receivers and the first portable (albeit far from
being as portable as an Ipod) receiver are good steps to making HD Radio

accessible. Since I follow the progress closely, I

looked forward to seeing something new in Struble's
column for me to consider in the HD Radio rollout.
Most of the information was an overview on what
we already know.

As I expected him to say, he feels the HD Radio
rollout is going well. He actually said that it was
fantastic. He noted that almost 1,800 stations are
transmitting an HD Radio signal, which reaches
more than 80 percent of the population. He also
stated that 50 percent of radio listening takes place
on stations that have converted to digital.

1,800 stations is not quite 15 percent of all
the stations in the U.S. And the "50 percent of
all radio listening takes place on stations that
have converted" doesn't mean all those listeners
are listening to an HD Radio signal. Most of my
radio listening is done in the car, but I still have
an analog car radio like most people.

Struble touts that there are more multicast sta-
tions on the air, and Itunes tagging and traffic
distribution provide new revenue streams. This is
all good for HD Radio. There's no question that
there is progress: A little here, a little there.

But the real indicator of HD Radio's acceptance
is the view of the typical consumer. Regular people
(those who are not in broadcasting) do seem to
be more familiar with the term HD Radio than
before, but they still don't fully understand what it
is or what it means.

I'm glad to see prices for HD Radio receivers
drop below $100. But Struble noted something

What's your opinion? Send it to

radiogRadioMagOnline.corn

that I continue to experience when I visit a
consumer electronics store. He writes that the
inexpensive receivers are available at more than
12,000 storefronts nationally, but you may have
to ask a few times.

If consumers have to ask for it, they're prob-
ably not going to make the effort. I've said it
before: HD Radio shouldn't be an option, it

should be the norm.
Struble has a grasp of the reality, though. He

says that we are still a long way from being done
with this long-term project. Stations must continue
to convert their transmitters and provide multicast
services. Consumers need hundreds of receivers
with HD Radio, not just dozens (that's making it the
norm and not an option). Sales floor knowledge,
merchandising and product demonstration needs to
improve. He also wants HD Radio in every car.

Those are good goals, and I anticipate seeing
how they will be accomplished. They're not new
goals. It has taken some time to get to this point,
so I look forward to his future columns and the
efforts of stations and the HD Digital Radio Alli-
ance in making them a reality. Keep working and
keep pushinn Rob.

Cast your vote
Advancement in Radio Technology

Nil
W A FR ID S

for the Advancement in Radio Technology
Awards at Rod :-_,MagOrd.,,e 'cpfaviardc
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Impossible Remote?
Nah...You've Got ACCESS!

Cape Town's Heart 104.9FM's hot new
ACCESS opens new horizons!

Above: Heart I04.9FM DJ Koketso Sachanc
his show from the streets of Cape Town.

Top: &nide Fa!ken, Heart 104. 9FM Mid Morning
Mix host broadcasting from Table Mountain.

With ACCESS, Heart 104.9FM left its

competition literally standing still by offer-

ing innovative, superb sounding remote

broadcasts that kept listeners (and ad-

vertisers) coming bock for more. Wheth-

er it was from a sailing yacht, from the

top of majestic Table Mountain or from

the vibrant streets of downtown Cape

Town, ACCESS always delivered with its

winning combination of pristine audio

and ease of use.

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over

DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite,

POTS (yep, ACCESS is a full featured

POTS codec and works seamlessly with

Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)-plus some services you may not have even heard of. Given the

challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in real
time over most available IP connections.

Contact Comrex today and find out how ACCESS can help you open up your new
horizons- wherever you are!

Put Comrex On The Line.
411^111/11 IEVI

fakCCSS>
NEW horn COMREX:

TRAVERSAL RVER AAC-,ELD

Two new options to enhance your ACCESS:
BRIC Traversal Server makes IP connections
a snap by automatically syncing with your
buddy list

The AAC-ELD option offers exceptionally high
quality, low latency audio. Contact Comrex for
more info!

19 Pine Rood, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: +1.978-784-1776  Fax +1-978-784-1717  Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www comrex.com  e-mail: info@comrex.com
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Inside IPv6
By Kevin McNamara,

CNE

Think about how many devices we use in our personal and business lives
that are connected to a network. When the Internet was first created, it
was not intended for use by the general population. No one, including

Al Gore, anticipated the Internet would find today's widespread use.
We are now running out of available IP addresses under the current addressing

scheme called IPv4, which is limited to a maximum of 4,294,967,296 (232)
addresses. This may seem like a lot of addresses, but consider that, according
to the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), the
available IPv4 addresses will run out by 2011.

IPv4 vs. IPv6
There are many significant differences between

the iwo addressing schemes, but the most obvious
is that IPv6 was designed to handle about 3,403
x 1038 different addresses. That is approximately 1

trillion more than IPv4.
In terms of architecture,

the two schemes areInternet Resources
Projections for IPv4 address
exhaustion
www. potaroo.net/tools/ipv4/tndex.html

IP address conversion calculator
www.subnetonline.com/pages/subnet
calculators/ipv4-to-ipv6-converter.php

RFC on tunneling and transition
methods
www.enterpriseitplanet.com/networkingi
features/print. php/3678681

Understanding IP Addressing:
Everything You Wanted to Know
www.3com.com/other/pdfs/infra/corpinfo/
en_US/501302.pdf

very different. IPv4 is

categorized as classful,
which essentially means
that users requiring a
static address were typi-
cally assigned a class B
(65,534) or C (254)
address. This is extremely

inefficient, primarily be-
cause most assigned
IP addresses were not
needed. For example, if
a company needs 300IP
addresses, itwould waste
65,234 potential ad-
dresses. Now enter IPv6,
which uses a scheme
called Classless Inter -
Domain Routing (CIDR),

which permits the allocation of IP addresses to users

based on the amount of addresses required. CIDR
permits aggregation of contiguous addresses in a
single supernet, which decreases the amount of data
needed for routing tables or the complex sub -netting
currently needed for some IPv4 configurations.

The key to CIDR is that all the routing informa-
tion is included within the address using groups
of CIDR blocks. It is prefix -based, which means
that information about each packet, such as the
address length, is specified in the header. For
example, IPv4 information is included in the initial
block, which ensures compatibility with IPv4 as
well as IPv6 addressing.

The addressing will also look quite different.
As a simple example, the well known private IP
address (under IPv4) of 168.192.0.1, will be
fe80::192.168.0. 1. Several conversion calcula-
tors can be found on the Web.

IPv6 addresses are written in eight groups of four
hexdecimal digits. One feature of this addressing
scheme is that leading zeros can be omitted for
each group, and if one group contains four zeros
it can be replaced by double colons (::).

IPv4 reserves a block of IP addresses for local
use. These addresses start with 192. 168 .xxx. xxx.
IPv6 also provides private addresses, known as
Unique local Addresses (ULA), all of which begin
with the prefix fc00::/7. In addition, IPv6 utilizes
a pseudorandom algorithm that provides another
layer of protection against the possibility that other
network devices will end up with the same address
and cause network collisions.

Changeover to IPv6
The transition to IPv6 will require hardware and

software upgrades. Routers, network switches
and many network interface devices may need
to be replaced or upgraded. Fortunately, many
manufacturers can provide the upgrades through
firmware and/or software upgrades. Most of
the new versions of operation systems, such as
Vista, Mac and Linux, already have the IPv6
client. You can get the network clients for most
older versions of these OS from the manufacturer.
These network clients install and configure easily
and, in most cases, are independent of the IPv4
client, so compatibility across a network should
not be affected.

The real challenge will be to make sure your entire

network is capable of passing both IPv4 and IPv6
packets. Any device not properly upgraded will likely
prevent IPv6 packets to pass, which would tend to
isolate IPv6 traffic to only a portion of your network.
While it is possible (and probably necessary) for
the two protocols to work in the same network, you
will need to pay particular attention to how they will
coexist in an on-demand/streaming environment
such as that originating from digital audio/video
servers and workstations.
To make the transition easier, the Network

Working Group publishes a document called
Basic Transition Mechanisms for IPv6 Hosts and
Routers, or RFC 4213, that describes different
methods to make the transition to IPv6. Essentially

10 August 2008
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Considerations
for Elevated

IBOC Sidebands

100

By Tim Anderson, CSRE
Many questions are being asked regarding the widely reported
efforts to increase the current standard one percent FM IBOC
injection levels to 10 percent of the unmodulated FM carrier

power. Station engineers are seeking guidance as they plan and design
transmitter installations for today's one percent IBOC injection levels while
protecting their investment if a power increase is authorized.

The first difficulty in accommodating increased IBOC sideband levels
is that, because of the higher (up to 6dB) peak -to -average (PAR) AM
component of the IBOC carriers, the transmitter must be derated from
Class C saturated FM operation. The more the digital -to -analog carrier

ratio is increased, the more the
transmitter must he derated. In
digital -only operation, the PAR
is increased even further, but
without the linearizing effect of
the constant envelope analog
FM signal, the maximum avail-
able TPO is further reduced. At
the same time that the PAR is

increasing, power output of the
4( amplifier is also increasing and

the RF intermodulation prod-
ucts must remain suppressed at
the same level (74.4dB below
the unmoduated FM carrier) as
operation at one percent IBOC
sideband injection. This means

10(., the transmitter linearity must
improve by 1dB for every 1dB
of increase in IBOC injection
by the combined ratio of those
increases to maintain NRSC
mask compliance. Figures 1

and 2 illustrate the derating re-
quired for low-level combined
and IBOC-only amplification
modes. The tube amplifier der-
ating curve is noticeably steeper
than solid-state transmitters.
This is because tube amplifiers
must be run further into Class

SC

Power Available vs. Digital Injection
Common Amplification

ti 1 I 1

- Solid-state)...
- Tube

3r,

95

8'

S

0

'5:1Bc
Digital litiection

Figure 1. Transmitter derating for common
amplification.

Power Available vs. Digital Injection
Separate Amplification

1 1 1
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-s...**

 ridric
Dqpi.,i Infection

Figure 2. Transmitter derating for separate
amplification.

nswer eries

The Broadcaster
Traffic Consortium
By Chriss Scherer, editor

he Broadcaster Traffic Consor-
tium IBTCI, an alliance of sev-

eral broadcast groups, is working
w.-th Navteq to provide real-time
traffic and other location -based
in'ormation for portable navigation
devices and automobile in -dash
systems via HD Radio technology.
The radio groups that comprise the
BTC are founding members Bea-
sley Broadcast Group, Bonneville
International, Cox Radio, Emmis
Communications, Entercom, Com-
munications, Greater Media, NPR
and Radio One. The consortium
has added Lin-
coln Financial
Media, Cu-
mulus Media,
Hubbard Broad-
casting and Co-
balt Operating
s,nce initially
forming. Paul
Brenner is the
administrative
agent for the
consortium and the VP of inte-
grated technology for Emmis.

Navteq has worked with radio
groups to distribute its data servic-
es in the past, and the opportunity
to use the data capability of HD
Radio as a distribution system ap-
peals to the consortium members
as a way to promote HD Radio and
add consumer value to the technol-
ogy. For this purpose, Navteq was
looking for a low-cost distribution
method with a high return capabil-

Brenner

continued on page ,1

Inside
Clear Channel Tags 4
HD Radio and Youth 6
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Monitor and alarm THREE separate AM, FM and

FO Radio Multicast broadcasts all at once

Tuner I R)Ftacho Tuner 2 w) Radio Tuner 3TUNER I FORacticr TUNER BAND

TUNER 2 FM 89.3MHz. ST FM 89.3MHz HD -I FM 89.3MHz HD -2 PRE SE TS

AUTO WTLS AUTO WTLS AJTO WTLS
TUNER 3

WO 1.0041.0 ONJ.AV OPT PIONUCIPPRO 01.11 -AV

MODE  SERVICE

NCI LOCRIBICI CISLAV NWT
ALARM St TUP FORCINGTUNER 41041.141 NRICTIC.4.1.1 TUNR.1 00.0444 NIULTICJIMIF 'UNPIN AluIJOII- - -CLEAR ALARIPS DATA DISPlA

ON INIINGT UP

TRIPLE PLAY!

DaySequerra M3

ON 111.1.1FCT UP ON WRING, UP

I )ayNequerra MOON M3

odio 1114wcf

Pool

Your HD Radio' station has lots of signals to monitor, and we've just made the task three times

easier. Introducing the DaySequerra M3. It's 3-three-THREE monitors in one! Now you can

monitor and alarm three separate AM, FM or HD broadcasts using only 2U of rack space.

The M3 gives you three frequency -agile AM, FM and HD Radio' Multicast tuners, each

equipped with separate analog and digital balanced outputs and six programmable dry, float-

ing contact alarm relays -18 relays, total. Each tuner stores 20 AM and 20 FM presets, decodes HD -1 through HD -8 multicast

channels and displays signal strength, multipath, HD Radio' PAD

data and analog RBDS data. Indicators report HD Locked, Multicast

Present, Delay Bit Set and Tuner Alarm.

Audio output is uncompromised, with an over -sampled D/A converter driving Class -A biased

audio outputs. HD Radio' stereo separation is better than 90dB, and THD+N is less than 0.005

percent. The M3 gives you full-time digital audio, even when tuned to an analog station, so you

can monitor or record any station's audio in the digital domain. "Split Mode" monitoring lets

you easily pinpoint errors in analog -to -digital delay, level and phase matching. Each tuner has

a separate menu -adjustable output level setting, and a front panel lockout feature keeps

errant button pushers from changing your settings.

The M3 addresses the issue of alarms in an intelligent fashion and employs proprietary heuristic

algorithms which won't be fooled by pink noise or tones, and will generate alarms when real

program silence is detected in HD Radio' or analog broadcasts. Unlike external silence -sense

units, the M3 can also trigger an alarm on loss of RF Carrier, OFDM Lock, RBDS data stream,

PAD data stream, Multicast Available, and Delay Bit. You can set sensitivity for both Audio

and RF Carrier Loss, and set Alarm Delay for all alarms to match your format. Contact your

authorized DaySequerra Distributor today!

EMI
TY11.011

INT MN

rO

NPR. I
INT mow snow

I

l3HySequarra

NNW

47.1==trie

DaySequerra
www.daysequerra.com

DaySequerra M3 features and benefits

 Three AM. FM and HD Radio' Multicast tuners in a 2RU enclosure

 3 multi -function vacuum florescent displays (VFD)

 Displays and decodes HD -1 through HD -8 PAD data and analog

RBDS data

 Each VFD displays Signal Strength and Multipath

 Displays HD Locked, Multicast Available, Delay Set and Tuner

Alarm

 "Split Mode" provides easy to use HD Radio'" digital -to -analog

signal, time, level and phase monitoring

 Thee separate antenna inputs for multiple Rx antenna feeds:
internal jumper links for single antenna feed

 Synthesized, pushbutton tuning for AM and FM bands including
HD -1 through HD -8

 Each tuner has 20 preset stations for AM and FM bands

 Balanced analog audio outputs at .4dBV on XLR connectors.

level adjustable

 Menu controlled output level adjustment -independent for
each tuner

 Transformer -isolated 110 ohm digital audio output on XLR

connectors -5.1 Surround capable

 Full-time digital outputs, even when tuned to an analog station

 Six rear panel mounted assignable alarm relay contact closures
for each tuner

 Front Panel control lockout feature to prevent unauthorized

changes to setup

 Built in the USA to last -full 3 year warranty

154 Cooper Rd. Bldg. 902, W. Berlin, NJ 08091  T: 856-719-9900  F: 856-719-9903  sales@dayseguerra.corn



IROC sidebands
AB operation to achieve necessary linearity.

In determining the derating, measurements were
made with a minimum of 3dB of headroom below
the NRSC RF mask of -74.4dBc with the FM carrier
modulated by a 1kHz monaural tone. A true RMS
responding, calorimetric power meter was used to
measure the total integrated power of the combined
analog and digital RF components.

These derating figures are based on HD Radio Mi'l

95%

94%

93%

92%

I 91%

91%
2

bd

87%
20d8c

TPO Reduction vs. Increased Injection

NN,

N
1OdBL

Digital Injection

Figure 3. Output power reduces as digital injection increases.

mode. It should be noted that as the mode is changed
from to MP2, MP3 or MP11 we must further derate
the transmitter due to increasing spectral bandwidth
density that increases the peak -to -average power of the
IBOC sidebands. Figure 3 shows the derating necessary
for MP11 versus increased IBOC sideband injection.
At -20dBc, MP11 requires approximately six percent
derating over MP1 and an additional seven percent
(13 percent total) at -10dBc. MP3 requires derating of
:11)1 ut half thi' figure.

The common method
Conution amplification can remain a viable combin-

ing method for stations with a licensed TPO of 7kW
or less using solid-state transmitters, and up to about
16kW licensed TPO using tube transmitters. In these
cases, adding a second amplifier cabinet can achieve
-10dBc and offers a straightforward upgrade path
based on currently available technology. Higher power
levels may be achieved at lower injection ratios.

Referring to Figure 4 (page 6), a station with a li-
censed analog TPO of 7kW, running IBOC at -20dBc
using common amplification with a solid-state trans-
mitter capable of 8kW combined power, would be
able to increase IBOC injection to -10dBc by adding
a second matching amplifier and a 3dB combiner for
a maximum combined TPO of 8.5kW and an analog

Broadcast Traffic Consortium
mconlIiec irom page

ity, which HD Radio provides. The partner broadcasters
bring nationwide cove -age through their stations at a
suff cient enough bandwidth to enable Navteq to deliver
its application.

The consortium is rol ing the system out across mem-
ber stations in iearly 60 markets. The software and
system has beei designed to enable to distribution of
the data content Participating stations are now installing
the equipment with ai eye on launching the services
on HD Radio signals by October. Currently, 54 markets
have services available via RBDS. Once the first phase
of the HD Radio rollout
is complete, phase two
wil bring the technol-
ogy to the remainiig
top 100 markets. Phase
two is expected to De
completed in the fist
quarter of 2005.

The BTC plars to continue providing the technology
in additional markets oeyond 100, but those plans have
not yet been set.

The service is delivered to stations via the Internet
to feed the HD Radio Importer. This service is unique
in that Navteq is an Ibiquity partner. Instead of pushing
the Navteq da*.a intc a data client to feed the Import.
the Navteq stream di-ectly interfaces with the Importer
th-ough an applicaticn port. The data stream is format-
ted by Navteq.

The data uses about 13kb/s in its current allocation.
There are agreements in place to provide a higher data
bandwidth, and that could be implemented later depend-
ing on the rett..rn on investment and trade-off between
revenue and bit allocation. The key was to provide this
service in add tion to multicasting, so it is designed to
not require a large portion of bandwidth.

Navteq is negotiat ng with electronics manufacturers
to create products to use the service. The consortium's
goal is to establish the data network. This eliminates
the chicken -and -ex problem of not creating one until
the other exists. Wr.h the network in place, electronics
manufacturers can .::reate consumer products.

As the HD Radio -ollout continues, the BTC sees its
role as developing :he application -specific side of HD
Radio. It can do this as a companion to the efforts of
tie NAB and the HD Digital Radio Alliance. A

BTC
Broadcaster Traffic

Consortium

s's ice each month, our e-mail newsletter,
Digital Radio Update - Insight to IBOC,

brings you the latest in digital audio broadcasting.

Subscribe today at
RadoMagOnline.com.
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Open The
A boost for Runes tagging

n Apnl Clear Channel announced that all of its HD
Radio stations were transmitting 'tunes tags on the

primary channel. In June, the same capability was
added to the HD2 signals at those stations. Itunes tag-
ging is yet another feature in the list of enhancements

HD Radio offers consumers. While
there are only two manufacturers
(Polk and Alpine) of tagging -capable
receivers, Clear Channel expects
the feature will be embraced by
consumers. Radio magazine talked
to Jeff Littlejohn, executive vice
president of distribution develop-
ment for Clear Channel Radio, about
the Clear Channel announcement.

Littlejohn

Radio: What did Clear Channel have to do implement
(tunes tagging across all the HD1 and HD2 signals?

JL: The UFID of the ID3 tag of each song is updated to
include the 'tunes Store la This is the biggest amount
of work in the process.

Rad!o: How did Clear Channel do this for all its HD
Radio stations?

JL: There are services, such as Jump2Go that can do
this, but we at Clear Channel did it ourselves. Because
we have common systems across our stations, it was
relatively simple for us to do it across the board. We built
a software system to map every song with its Itunes
Store ID. Going forward, we update each song before
it's added to a station's playlist.

We have the same automation system and the same
Importer in all our stations. All the stations are connect-
ed via a WAN. We have a centralized platform to enter
title and artist information. So for us, adding the tags was
very simple for us. We also want to encourage and help
other broadcasters in launching this technology.

Radio: Do you think tagging is a significant feature
for listeners to embrace HD Radio?

JL: I do. 65 percent of new music is discovered be-
cause of terrestrial radio. Peer -to -peer is number two,
and other forms of media are a distant third. In addi-
tion, more and more people are buying music through
electronic downloads. Tagging allows listeners to use
these two methods together.

MOW: Right now, tagging is limited to 1pods and
'tunes. Do you see other media players and other music
file distributors becoming involved in tagging?

JL: This has to be much broader and include many
broadcasters and distributors. This needs to be available
in whatever way consumers want to get their music.
If they want to go through Apple, great. If they want to
go through other systems, we need to offer that. We
should not try to force consumer habits, and we need
to make sure this is broadly accessible to consumers.
That's the only way the ecosystem really develops and
becomes the killer application.

A

IBOC sidebands
maximum of 7.6kW. At -14dBc, an analog TPO of
10kW is possible. For a station with a licensed analog
TPO of 20kW running -20dBc of common amplifica-
tion with a tube transmitter, adding a matching second
amplifier through a 3dB combiner would only deliver
a maximum analog power of 16.4kW. This would not
enable the station to achieve -10dBc at full power. At
-12dBc however, this configuration would be capable
of about 23kW of analog power.

High-level combining, using separate amplification,
becomes exponentially more inefficient to implement
as the digital -to -analog ratio increases and is virtually
impossible above 6kW licensed TPO at the -10dBc
(10 percent) digital injection level. For a 5kW station
running a high-level combined system using a 10dB
combiner at -10dBc to produce the necessary 500W
of digital signal, a 5,000W digital transmitter would be
required as 90 percent of the digital power and 10 per-
cent of the analog power must be rejected. A combined
total of 5,500W would be sent to the reject load. The
highest practical TPO currently available for a solid-state
digital -only transmitter is 6kW. Tube transmitters are not
optimal for IBOC-only operation because of the lowered
efficiency at high PAR amplification. It is apparent that
high-level combining is not practical in terms of capital
expense or operating efficiency for higher power levels
and significantly increased digital injection. However,
this method of combining will likely remain a viable
option for lower TPO requirements or at something less
than -10dBc injection levels.

Space combining - using separate amplifiers and
antennas for analog and digital - remains the most
efficient and cost-effective method of combining
digital and analog signals, particularly at higher power
levels and higher digital injection ratios. For a 20kW
ERP station to run IBOC at -10dBc, a 2,000W (after
line losses) digital -only transmitter and a two -bay
(gain of 1) antenna are the only requirements. Isola-
tion between the analog and digital antennas must
be increased by 10dB to 40dB of isolation, for -10dB
IBOC operation. A ferrite circulator may be required
to provide sufficient isolation between the digital and
analog transmitters, which can be expensive, particu-
larly at high power levels.

High-level combined stations currently operating at
-20dBc will be able to use their existing digital trans-
mitter for space combining as it is already operating at
-10dBc with 90 percent of the power being sent to the
reject load. Space combining is not without drawbacks.
By regulation, the digital antenna must be within 70
percent of the analog antenna's height and within three
seconds latitude/longitude of the main antenna. The
gain and pattern of the digital antenna must be care-
fully matched to avoid inter -modulation effects and
minimize ratio variances in the field. Various antenna
manufacturers have dual feed and inter -leaved antenna

4 August 2008 Insight to IBOC - a supplement to Radio magazine
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!ROC sidehands
systems that promise to handle the increased digital
power and provide adequate isolation.

Split -Level or mid -level combining becomes a more
difficult technique to implement because as sideband
levels increase, the significantly higher PAR demands
more of the transmitter's available power leaving very
little analog power for the added efficiency gained by
the split-level technique. There is still much research
to be done in determining how viable SLC might be.
Either way, it appears this is still better than high-level
combining at lower injection levels of -18(1Bc or less.

For the most part, simply adding a second digital
transmitter will, at the very least, support injection
levels of -12 to -14dBc and in many scenarios, will

make -10dBc. There will be tradeoffs as to what
lengths one will be willing to go in order to make
the full -10dBc level. It seems obvious that current
combiner technology does not easily support the
demands of increased digital levels. As sideband pow-
ers are increased, efficiency becomes a much larger
concern. The inefficiencies of any of the high-level
combining schemes make them unlikely candidates
for significantly increased sideband levels. It is likely
that antenna space combining will become a popular
method of deployment due to its efficiency, particularly
for high power installations.
Anderson is the FM/digital radio product line manager for
Harris, Cincinnati.

Analog and Digital Common Amplification TPO in Watts
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Figure 4. Comparison of transmitter power deratings for some Harris transmitters at various digital injection levels.
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Sample and Hold
Youth Interest in HD Radio
By °Joss .(:/.)c.rei: editor'

hen it comes to predicting the future of HD Radio, many statistics will snow that interest and awareness of
the technology will increase over time. A true benchmark of any technology's success is the acceptance by the

younger audience. Paragon Media Strategies has conducted
two studies on how youth use radio and new media, and the
2008 data shows a promising future for HD Radio.

The study covers several technologies, including CDs,
media players, video games, cell phones, Internet radio and
HD Radio. The survey asked an equal number of males and
females divided almost equally between 14 - 18 and 19 - 24.
The survey shows that general radio listening has remained
about the same with this audience. The survey also shows
that general awareness of HD Radio is increasing slowly.

When respondents were asked if they were interested
in HD Radio based on it features, a large majority said yes,
which is a significant change from the 2007 data.

Information such as this sheds an encouraging light on the
future of HD Radio as the rollout continues. A

Source: Paragon Media Strategies Second Annual Youth
is Study, Spring 2008

2007 2008

,s U No I. Don't Know
if / told you that HD over -the -air radio doubles or triples the
number of stations you can receive and that HD could make
AM sound like FM stereo and FM stereo sound like Dolby
5. 1 Surround -sound, would that interest you in HD over -the -
air radio?
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Radio's Best Information and Innovations = One Incredible Investment

Learn something new this September at
The NAB Radio Show- and benefit from:

Results -oriented insight and ideas to
implement the moment you get home

Strategies to secure your station's
success, regardless of market size

This year's event features sessions devoted
to new technologies, such as streaming,
video and on -demand audio to enhance
your station's reach, brand and revenue.
Additionally, The NAB Radio Show delivers

expert -led sessions addressing the hottest
industry topics, such as: thriving in a multi -
platform world; using new technologies to
generate new revenue streams; managing in
a challenging environment; developing talent;
and cultivating the next generation of listeners.

When it comes to return on investment,
The NAB Radio Show delivers high -value
information, networking opportunities and
an exhibit hall packed with new innovations for
HD implementation. Register today and you'll
soon say, "Austincredibe!"

NCE,DES

CONVENTION

THE NAB
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Austin, Texas
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it describes three primary methods: Dual Stack,
Tunneling and Translation.

Dual stack is simply a method where an addi-
tional software client supporting the IPv6 protocol

is loaded to the device. This
may be a software or firmware
upgrade. You are familiar with
this from loading different net-
work clients on your PC. There

might also be a new client
written that supports both IPv4
and IPv6 in a single client.

IP tunneling is a method
that encapsulates a packet
and allows it to be routed
to a specific destination, es-
sentially creating a dedicated
pipeline or tunnel from two
points. As i- turns out, this is
also a very efficient method to
carry IPv6 packets over IPv4
networks. The IPv6 packet is
encapsulated within an IPv4
packet at the entry point.
When the packet reaches the
destination, the IPv6 packet
is stripped. The configuration

IPv6 Advantages
Easy configuration - Local devices
will recognize each other and auto
configure as necessary.

Ability to create ad -hoc networks
quickly - good for rapidly connecting
local devices and creating a
temporary network

Supporting 3G and newer wireless
telephone networks - Each
telephone can have one or more
dedicated IP address.

Will support larger packets up to
32Gb each - Yes this is correct you
are currently limited to 64kb with IPv6

Better security

Better quality of service

information is maintained at the destination. This
is called configured tunneling.

Translation is a method that uses an external black
box to handle the exchange of packets.

IPv6 advantages
The cbundance of available addresses will finally

make it possible to have direct access to individual
devices tied to any network with relative ease. At the

station level, implementing IPv6 should be relatively

easy, providing you take the time to survey and
evaluate each device connected to your network.
Make sure you contact the manufacturer of any
digital audio system or other IP-based equipment to

find out what upgrades are required to support an
IPv6 infrastructure. If your equipment is older and
not going to be supported, don't worry. Realisti-
cally, you have some time before an upgrade to
IPv6 will be needed, but make sure you provide
for replacing that equipment in the next capital
budget. If you are part of a larger group, the IT
department will probably publish a timeline show-
ing how the organization will migrate to IPv6, but
it wou dn't hurt to ask the question if you haven't
received any notices.

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, Crin,
Coral, FL.
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Monday - Friday 8 -11am EST
1 -866 -53 -Ryan B (531-92621

THAI= HIP HOP

Bring the Church a the Streets To
Weekends Saturday 6 -8 pm EST
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Real Urban Sports Talk the Way you Want tl
Monday - Friday 6 -9 pm EST
1-877-761-8192
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PHEIENIXI_ MOBILE
Multi -Function Portable Audio Codec

Professional Solutions
for Remote Broadcasts

General features:

 Portable Audio Codec with Ethernet
Connectivity for doing remotes

 Remote audio over any IP network,
right out of the box

 Accommodates two optional comms
I/O modules

 PSTN/POTS and ISDN TELCO modules
available now - more coming soon

Unique design features:

 User configurable digital mixer (cross -point
and summing)

 Analog mic and line inputs

 Dynamically processed analog inputs (DLPs)

 Mic phantom power
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Additional features:

 Independent Vain Program and
Coordination / Talk -Back channels

111 Advanced user interface & crystal clear

color display

 Optional high -power Li -Ion battery

 Built with ABS material and includes a
transparent protective cover

 Complete mobility: Use with shoulder strap
or place on a table top

 Compatible with most manufacturer's
codecs both in IP (N/ACIP EBU Tech3326)

and ISDN

Superior performance at a very
competitive pr ce

AEQ - Professional Grade Audio and Communications Equipment

Digital And Analog Audio Consoles And Routers

 Wireless Transceivers For Radio And Television Remote Broadcasts
Applications Include Talk Shows, Multiplexing, And Multi-Con'erencing

Professional Pocket -Sized Audio Recorders

Automation Software For ON -AIR Production, And News

Multiplexers, A/D Converters, Monitors, And Digital Commentary
Systems For Large Or Small Sporting Events

For prices and demos call:

Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 web: www.aeqbroadcast.com
Tel: 1-954-581-7999 email: sales@aeqbroadcast.com
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FCC will extend CPs
for small businesses By Harry Martin

/n March, the FCC adopted numerous policy and rule changes dealing with
media diversity. Some of these initiatives were mere proposals, but others
were incorporated into the agency's rules effective July 15, 2008.

CP Extensions. One of the new rules permits an 18 -month extension of a
construction permit when it is sold to a small business as defined by the SBA.
To meet the SBA's definition of small business, a radio station owner must have
revenue of less than $6.5 million per year, and a television station owner must
take in less than $13 million per year. To avoid abuse of this definition by
larger companies creating new subsidiaries with little or no revenue, the FCC

also adopted control tests requiring that certain
percentages of equity and voting power reside
in the qualified permit -holding entity.

For someone holding a close -to -expiring permit,
this new provision provides a powerful incen-
tive to sell the permit to a small business. An
18 -month extension is available for any CPs for
new TV, AM, FM, translators, boosters, TV trans-
lators, Class A TV and even LPFM stations. The
extensions do not apply to construction permits
for modification of licenses of already -existing
broadcast stations.

Dateline
October 1 is the deadline for submission of biennial

ownership reports by radio stations in Colorado,
Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota.

On October 1, radio stations with more than 10 full-time
employees located in Colorado, Minnesota, Montana,
North Dakota and South Dakota must electronically file
their Broadcast EEO Mid -Term Reports (Form 397) with
the FCC.

Also on or before October 1, radio stations licensed in
the following states must place their annual EEO Reports
in their public files: Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut,
Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana,
New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont
and Rhode Island.

Although the precise procedures for obtaining
a construction permit extension have not yet
been spelled out, it appears that requests for the
extension will be part of the normal application
process for assignment/transfer of the permit. In
the application, the proposed buyer should notify

the FCC that it is seeking an extension and must
submit evidence to the FCC that it qualifies as an
eligible small business under the SBA revenue limits
and the control tests. After the sale is completed
and an official consummation notice has been
filed, the staff will update the FCC's database to
reflect the extended expiration date.

Importantly, no extension will be issued until
after the transaction has been consummated and
the permit is held by the small business - and
no extension can be granted if the permit has
already expired. That means that anyone hoping
to take advantage of this new provision should
be sure to get the necessary assignment/transfer
application filed and granted with enough time
to get the deal closed before the permit is set to
expire. (Normally, that kind of application takes
at least 45 to 60 days to get granted in simple,
uncontested situations.)

Increased EDP in Qualified Entities. Also effective
July 15, the FCC relaxed the limits on financial
involvement for multiple -ownership purposes, per-
mitting station owners to invest to a greater degree
than previously permitted in small business entities
acquiring other stations in their markets. Specifi-
cally, an investor otherwise ineligible to acquire
new stations in a market would be permitted to
invest in a small business entity acquiring a market
station, provided the combined equity and debt
interests of the investor, under certain circumstances,
do not exceed 80 percent.

Racial Discrimination Banned in Commercial
Contracts. Under another new rule, discrimination
in broadcast station commercial -time. transactions
will be formally prohibited. This rule will require
renewal applicants to certify that their advertising
contracts do not discriminate on the basis of race
or gender and those contracts contain nondiscrimi-
nation clauses. According to the Commission, the
goal here is eliminate "no urban/no Spanish"
provisions that are purported to have been included
in advertising contracts in the past.

Martin is a past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association arid a member of Fletcher, Heald
& Hildreth, Arlington, VA. E-mail rnartinefhhlaw.corn,
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TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

Embracing the rising wave in distribution
By Doug Irwin CPBE AMD

If you aren't already streaming audio from your radio station,
you probably will be soon. The PPM is about to become
currency in New York City (along with other major markets)

and Arbitron is now measuring streaming audio use just like
it measures over -the -air radio use. Obviously it's imperative
to give any potential listener the best opportunity to listen to
your station, and it's clear that station management in PPM
markets are going to want to make sure online listeners are
counted. But still - even if you are in a smaller market - you're
undoubtedly just as concerned about reaching listeners in any
way you can.

And I believe it is important that we as terrestrial broadcast-
ers, with respect to competition from the satellite broadcasters
and more and more Internet -only content providers, leverage
our broadcast technical facilities, our expertise in generating
programs and other content, and our native promotional facili-
ties to stay in the lead. We've been at this broadcasting game
a long, long time after all.

Hopefully I've gotten you to jump on the streaming audio
bandwagon; and if so, you'll soon realize there are many
questions to ask:

 How do I actually generate the stream?
 What encoding software should I use?
 At what data rate should I encode?
 How many listeners should I be prepared t. handle?
 How much will this cost?
 How do I accomplish spot -insertion, to mare a business of it?

A streaming review
My first experience with streaming audio was at KKSF in 1998.

It was the dot -corn boom in San Francisco, and having a website
and streaming audio was important so that KKSF would be rec-
ognized as being technically hip. It was fun to add a new way
for listeners to get the station; it was amusing o read e -mails from
around the country and world from people who were listening
in. Via SNMP we could remotely look at oir streaming server,
seeing how many users were being served, aid when. However,
from a business standpoint, it wasn't much mjre than a curiosity.
It cost a certain amount per month, and there was no return on
investment. Even its promotional value was intangible.

Soon after the dot -corn bust, and the recension that followed,
union announcers that voiced spots that were now being heard
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Orban
Optimod
PC1100

over the Internet insisted they be paid more for the spot
reads. That, in addition to poor economic conditions,
caused many streams to be simply turned off. The first
streaming audio era, which peaked during the dot -corn
boom, reached a nadir during the dot -corn bust.

The recession of the early 2000s came to an end, of
course. Broadband Internet connectivity became practi-
cally ubiquitous, and interest in streaming audio made

a comeback. This time around, though,
it was taken more seriously. The union

announcer issue still existed, and so
stations that streamed audio gener-

ally prevented the spot blocks from

being sent over the Web stream.

Some stations inserted simple
fill -music, some public service

announcements. Some did a combina-
tion of both. However, before too long, the

notion of monetizing the streams came back.

How do I generate the stream?
There is more than one way to do this, but I think it's

important to reiterate at this point that you will generally
make use of the same audio source you already use for
terrestrial broadcasts. (This is one advantage that we have
over the newcomers to the business. We already have the
infrastructure.) The most common method for generating
the stream is to make use of another PC with Windows

Media Encoder. Audio is fed into the computer through
the sound card. The most common way to improve the
quality of the audio stream generated in this manner is
to make use of a better -quality sound card. (This is where
the disciplines of IT and what is more traditionally known
as radio engineering really dovetail). This stream should
also be separately processed for the bit -reduced stream
that will be created.

Orban makes the Optimod PC1100, which is a sound
card and audio processor that goes in the PC itself. Control

of this card's functionality is done via a GUI operating
under Windows. All the processing is done on the card
itself through the on -board DSP. The card includes both
analog inputs/outputs as well as AES ins and outs. Install
this card in the streaming PC and provide every listener
with processed audio (for many of the same reasons we
have to process audio for our terrestrial stations).

Omnia makes a software version of its Omnia.3net,
known as Omnia A/X. This software runs on a PC
in conjunction with a separate sound card, using the
CPU to carry out the processing algorithms. A GUI
controls all the processing functionality. There again, if
this software is installed on the streaming generator, all
the streaming audio listeners will enjoy the benefits of
processed audio.

Neural Audio offers its Neustar 4.0, a single -rack unit
audio pocessor specifically designed to run in front of
bit -rate reduced codecs. (It can operate in a stand-alone

See More. Hear Less.

THE WORLD'S FIRST LOW PROFILE MIC BOOM
With a 23" reach and all the pan/tilt
functionality you expect, the AMB-23 lets
you see beyond the mic. It is great for
radio studios that appear on video!

800.779.7575

ULTRA -QUIET COMPUTER FOR STUDIO USE
Ambient ncise is virtually eliminated by the
rack-mourrable SPC-2000 studio computer.
Front pane: includes DVD, CD, flash, and USB
interfaces. 3 year warranty!

...*--.--"
R A M www.ramsyscom.com

RAM Broadcast Systems
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Omnia A/X

fashion or in conjunc-
tion with audio proces-
sors). Its stated design
purpose is to reduce
objectionable artifact:,
in the audio created by
the encoding/decoct
ing process. A software
version is available a:,
the Neustar SW4.0

Connection
Once the stream i5

generated, it will likely be connected to a location with a
very high -bandwidth Internet connection. This connection
can be via LAN, WAN or the Internet itself. The reason
behind this is simple: The streaming server itself has be
where it can handle mountains of data. For example
back in 1998, at KKSF we generated the stream at the
studio and then pulled the stream from our ISP where our
streaming server PC was physically located. During the
business day, we limited -out at 300 users, each getting
a 32kb/s stream for a total of nearly 10Mb/s. That kind
of data rate in to a radio station was unheard of in those
days (and would be uncommon even now). All we had
between us and our ISP was a single T1; nothing else
was needed since our streaming server was located at
the ISP where there was tons of bandwidth available.

Today, being connected to a single streaming server
at one location that happens to have a fast Internet con-
nection isn't encugh. Today most large organizations
handling streaming content make use of a content distri-
bution network (CDN). A CDN is a network of servers
that provide content to end users. The servers are located
at diverse geographic locations, and share the content
to be served via one or multiole connections between
themselves. It's the job of the CDN to see that the end
user gets content in the most optimal fashion, from the
server best suited for the particiiar job. In the case of KKSF
in 1998, if we had lost our T1 connection, all Internet
streaming would have been down. Likewise, had there
be an issue with our streaming server or even with the
network connections at the ISP, then all streaming would
have been down. Back then it didn't matter too much,
but today that would be unacceptable. Furthermore, the
more hops the end -user is away from the actual stream-
ing server, the slower and less reliable that connection is
likely to be. If the stream the listener wants has to connect
to router A to get to router B to get to router C to get to
router D to finally get to the server, it's probable there will
be slower and less reliable performance than if he can
connect to the server through only two hops. The CDN
works to optimize the performance between the server
and you. At the same time it provides redundant server
possibilities (getting around the KKSF problems described
above). I'll talk about some large CDNs later.
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STREAMON.N.,
BUILT BY BROADCASTERS FOR BROADCASTERS

U

STREAMON
BJRT BY BRO.:. RS FOR BROADCASTERS

Complete End to End Solution

Built by Broadcasters for
broadcasters

Plug and Play set-up

Perfect for Large Networks

 We configure & maintain

Data streaming available

(compatible with most

automation systems)

www.StreamOn.fm
US: 951-801-2309

Can: 780-438-1482
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However, this common approach isn't the only way,

as I wrote earlier. You could use hardware specifically
designed to do nothing but stream audio. Stream On
provides a service that directly communicates with
Imediatouch and delivers a stream via Ogg Vorbis. The
company provides a preconfigured linux PC that requires
only an audio source and an Internet connection.

Encoding
Which streaming encoder should I use? Obviously to

make it easy for users to access your stream you should
use an encoder that can be decoded by the most ubiq-
uitous players. Hands down, the most ubiquitous player
is the Windows Media player. That is not to say that
you should avoid others, just make sure at the minimum
you accommodate that one.

At what data rate should I encode? Here is where
streaming audio varies radically from what we are fa-
miliar with as terrestrial broadcasters. Of course, if you
look at the cost of running a 100kW radio station (for
example) you'll note the cost is the same whether there
is one listener or 200,000 listeners. Streaming audio
costs are opposite of that. You can look at the cost of
streaming audio in terms of the number of bits used over
some period of time. So, multiply the number of users
or streams (call this factor A) by the number of bits per
second (call this factor B) by the number of seconds
(call this factor C) that each user stays connected. Since

Neural Neustar SW4.0

you multiply factor A by factor B by factor C to get the
answer, it's obvious that making any one (or all) of them
smaller will in turn reduce the product (A)(B)(C). Since
you are trying to get as many users to stay connected as
long as possible (assuming you're selling spots for your
stream) then the obvious way to reduce the overall cost
is by cutting down on the number of bits per second in
each of the streams, right? But wait. There is a direct
correlation between the quality that each user will enjoy
and the data rate of the stream. The higher the data rate,
the higher the quality. So if you reduce the quality of the
product ( f it sounds lousy) then it's likely you'll have fewer
users. I won't pretend to tell you the best rate to encode;
however my experience is as follows: 128kb/s is exces
sive for 99 percent of the users; 64kb/s will sound very
good for the vast majority of users; 48kb/s will be fine

Radio is our main line, not just a side -line.

State-of-the-art design

Proven reliability

Cool and blue - no boring black or

gray here!
?/at ca at the 12,46 Rados S40(.01
thatia, 7exaz, Seitteoder /7- 19

Eciat4 #506

P. 0. Box 389, 188 Harrison Rd., Bridgton, Maine USA 04009
(207) 647-3327 (888) SHIVELY FAX (207) 647-8273

sales@shively.com www.shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -
ISO -9001:2000 Certified I
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for most users. (By the way, I mean stereo encoding.
If you stream at less than 48kb/s, then by all means
encode your stream as a mono source.) If you expect
many users to use dial -up modems to log on then make
sure you include an option for a slow stream.

Running a business
How many users should I expect? How much will this

cost? How do I make a business of it? The number of
users to expect of course depends primarily on the mar-
ket size you are in. With the promotion of your stream
over your terrestrial signal and on your website you
can expect the number to grow over time. Make sure
to remember there will be a peak number of listeners
during office hours. Some CDNs charge on a per -user
basis with a max number of listeners, some charge flat
rates, some charge for a certain amount of throughput
on a per -month basis.

Another important cost consideration is the (relatively)
new licensing fees in effect for streaming audio. The
licensing fees you pay for the terrestrial station do not
cover what goes out over your audio stream. Many of the
CDNs have royalty payment plans that can be included
in your monthly streaming expense.

Making a business out of streaming audio and growing
the station's revenue is really the name of the game (at
least for those of us in the commercial radio space). This
is not an article about the effectiveness of one type of

ad versus another, and so I won't (and can't) say which
one is best. However from an engineering standpoint,
you should be prepared to accommodate ad replace-
ment over the aLdio stream. This will likely require some
changes in the technical facility.

Ando Media offers an ad -replacement system that
works through PC that performs the streaming audio
function as well as the spot blocking/ad replacement
function. This streaming computer (living somewhere in
your technical facility) communicates directly with the
station's play-oul system and thus knows when the spot
block is playing, and when to play out the replacement
spots. Liquid Compass is one large CDN that makes use
of the Ando technology.

Spacial Audio is yet another player in the ad -replacement
game, and its system also works by placing a PC at the
station. This PC plays the role of streaming encoder as
well as the function of ad replacement. Again, this PC
knows when to perform the spot replacement, by way of
communications directly with the station's play -out system.
Jetcast is one streaming provider that makes use of the
Spacial Audio technology.

Stream Audio also offers an ad -replacement system,
but it works differently. The streaming encoder lives at
the station, and by communicating with the play -out
system, tags the elements that play in that stream. When
the stream is received at the Stream Audio network
operations center, the tags are read and interpreted,

(145 coati/weal elset2onie6

802Ex Digital Exciter
 Internal Embedded Exporter option

(fully integrated HD solution in a single box)
 Unique fully -adaptive, real-time, pre -correction
 Software selectable HD power levels of -20dB,

-10dB, (or any power level in between)
 Hi -Res color LCD screen

for maximum clarity and accuracy
 Built-in stereo generator
 Built-in audio delay (up to 16.4 seconds)
 Multiple AES3 inputs
 Standard composite input
 Two baseband SCA inputs

ra) FD Radio
W.,,,

Licensed

800E' Embedded Exporter
 Based on Embedded DSP technology

(more accurate and reliable HD Radio®)
 No hard drive or unreliable OS

(incredibly fast and stable)
 Compatible with IP based STL systems

(unidirectional or bidirectional)
 Urcompromised reliability when used with
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Special Pricing
for NAB Members

(*) No GPS Required when used together

More cool stuff... from the creative minds at Continental Electronics
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and at the appropriate point in time, an ad -streaming
server (that lives in its NOC( substitutes the replace-
ment spots. Conceptually, it's the same as the other
systems I've talked about but the technology behind it
is somewhat different.

So as you can see just the vendors mentioned here all
have similar technology and all have common requirements
when they're placing gear in your technical facility:

 The necessary audio feed from your on -air studio
 Communications link with your play -out system
 Physical space in the plant for placement of the

streaming computer

Self-contained
streaming systems
provide a plug -and -
play method
of initiating a
stream, like
this Stream On
appliance.

MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS

Outstanding design - Yellowtec's new product
line for positioning microphones and

monitors. m!ka integrates simple and
elegant appearance with heavy

duty performance. Combining
mic and monitor mounts

into one modular system,
mika helps you restore

order to your desk-
top area.

www.yellowtec.com

1

11: YE LLOWTEC
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
e-mail: info@yellowtec.com

I

Resource Guide
Providers of streaming services,
ad insertion and streaming processing

Abacast
360-834-5229
www.abacast.com

Akamai Technologies
877-425-2624
www.okamai.com

Ando Media
847-892-0117
ondomedia.com

Broadcast Electronics
217-224-9600
www bdcast com

Burst.com
415-391-4455
www.burst.com

End to End Technologies
801-756-9133
www audiocompass com

Jetcast
917-338-1487
www.jetcast.com

Kencast
203 359-6984
www kencast com

Liquid Audio
650-549-2000
www.liquid.com

Liquid Compass
303-839-9400
www liquidcompass.net

Live365.com
650-345-7400
www.live365.com

Mediaspan
877-691-8888
www.mediaspanonline.com
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 A high-speed, reliable network connection so the
stream can be further distributed by way of the CDN you
choose. Preferably this would be a WAN connection,
but the Internet could be used as well.

 A means by which remote technicians from the CDN
can gain access to your network in order to provide
technical support

After your streaming audio gains some traction with
an audience, or after you start encoding it with PPM,
you will likely want to monitor the stream in some fash-
ion to be sure the PPM can be decoded. In New York
we've recently installed PPM decoders for our streaming

Neural
425-814-3200
www.neuralaudio.com

Ginnie
216-241-3343
www.omniaaudio.com

Orban
480-403-8300
www.orban.com

Real Networks
206-674-2700
www realnetworks com

Spacial Audio
972-739-6420
www. spacialoud io corn

Stream Audio
253-238-2187
www.streamaudio.com

Stream Guys
707-667-9479
www. streamguys.com

Stream On
951-801-2309
www.streamon.fm

Stream the World
866-448-4037
www streamtheworld com

SurferNetwork.com
973-691-7420
www.surfernetwork.com

Viewcast
75075-7840
www viewcast com

Warp Radio
303-799-9118
www.warpradio.com

II

audio, and we now monitor it constantly, along with
our terrestrial signals.

Entertaining ar audience with streaming audio makes
use of technology that is very different than what we've
become accustomed to over the years. However, as more
of our current audience, and hopefu ly a new audience
use us in this fashion, it's imperative we learn the tech-
niques and gain the experience necessary to keep them
as listeners. Our competitors are, and we can't afford to
be left behind in the proverbial technological dust

Irvin is chief engineer of WKTU, rJew York
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At last! An IP audio codec that offers a reliable, DSP-based
platform and automatic back-up for 24/7 reliability.

APT's WorldCast Eclipse is the ultimate in flexibility arid choice
offering IP, X.21N.35 and ISDN interfaces with linear audio and
a selection of popular coding algorithms including Enhanced
apt -X, MPEG Layer 2/3, MPEG 4 AAC, G.711 and G.722

All the features you expect from a professional broadcast
codec are supplied as standard: analog and AES/EBU I/Os,
adjustable silence detection, alarm ports, con:act closures,
speed dials, embedded auxiliary data and many more...

Configuration and control of the WorldCast Eclipse is straight-
forward and simple thanks to APT's powerful and intuitive
Codec Management System (CMS). Offering extensive
real-time management of multiple
codec Lnits, the CMS enables
alarm monitoring, logging anc
performance monitoring as well
as configurable user and audio
profiles.

To see the full functionality of
CMS, download a trial version
from www.aptx.com.
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Also Available:

WorldCast Horizon
Bidirectional stereo audio codec offering

linear audio & Enhanced apt -X over IP

WorldCast Meridian
Multi -algorithm audio code( with both IP &
X.21N.35 interfaces

WorldNet Oslo
Professional. Modular Audio Multiplexing
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over Ti or IP links with Enhanced apt -X
or linear audio. Built-in redundancy.
automatic back-up and hot-swappable
cards ensure round the clock reliability for
multi -channel STLs.
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APT North America
Toll Free: 800 955 APTX
Tel: 617-923-2260
Email: sales@aptx.com www.aptx.com
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Performance
Racing Network

speeds into a new studio
By Harrill Hamrick

In 1988 I received a call from Performance Racing Network's
new manager, Doug Rice. He wanted me to take a look at the
equipment PRN had at the time. I found a mixer with bad inputs,

u reel-to-reel tape recorder that tended to drag, Iwo cart machines,
and an old footlocker full of equipment in various states of repair.

In those days PRN only broadcast the NASCAR races at Lowes
Motor Speedway, so its technical needs were relatively small. The
engineer at that time, Bill Files, had very limited resources He did
the best with what he had, often home brewing headphone amps
and other devices that either weren't available commerzially or
considered too expensive.

Studio 1, across the glass from control room 1,
uses the rich wood and bright colors to welcome
visitors to the facility.

iMediaTouch
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We proudly introduce iMediaTouch v3 -
our 5th generation release includes

an exciting set pf new features based on
collaboration with our customers and

technology partners.

Find out more by visiting our brand new website
at www.imediatouch.com and discover why

over 2500 radio stations use iMediaTouch for
their automation needs.

TOLL FREE 888-665-0501
Web. www.imediatouch.com
Email. sales@imediatouch.com

Radio Automation Digital Logging

Internet Radio Revenue Solutions
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-Under Rice's leadership, PRN
has grown tremendously through the

years. In 1993, PRN added a weekly call -in talk
show, hosted by 1972 NASCAR Sprint Cup Champion
Benny Parsons, who passed away in 2007. That show

Control room 1 also serves as the technical operations center.

was produced in the lowes Motor Speedway's 7th floor
conference room using equipment we had to set up
every Monday. In 1996, a small studio was built, and
additional shows were added. A small production studio
was added in 2000.

Today PRN produces four weekly talk
shows, a daily four -minute news program and
a two-hour NASCAR-themed country music
program. PRN also broadcasts the NASCAR
Sprint Cup and Nationwide Series races at
the six other tracks owned by parent company
Speedway Motorsports (SMI).

Make a move
By 2006, PRN needed additional studio

space. At first the plan was to move into an
existing office space, utilizing as much of the
original structure as possible. As the project
progressed, it became clear the existing
space was going to need a good bit of work.
The CEO of SMI, 0. Bruton Smith, placed
the project in the hands of Jim Guess with
SMI Development. The architectural firm AI
Design Group was brought in to completely
redesign the space.

Architect Ron Culpepper had vast ex-
perience designing space that required
excellent acoustics. Ron was able to layout

A new standard for broadcast microphones.

It all starts at the microphone.
www.heilsound.com
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rooms that met PRN's need
for two studios, two control rooms

and two production rooms within the amount of
space allowed. He was also able to build in acoustic
treatments that made the studios sound much better
than the old one, and Culpepper pulled off the magic
within our budget.

Control room 2 is a mirror image of control room 1.

With the floor plan in place, it was time to purchase
furniture and equipment. After looking over different
console systems and consulting with a number of studio
integrators, PRN chose Sierra Automated Systems for
consoles and RAM Systems as the integrator.

The SAS system is a versatile router that allows for audio
devices to be shared among all the studios. Talkback

Control room 2 counter with producer's turret.
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This is a tool to evaluate FM broadcast band congestion and to log
station identification parameters. The "Band Scanner Pro" can measure
RF level, MPX deviation, Left & Right Audio levels, RDS and Pilot
injection levels. The system is powered by the USB port of any Windows
PC. Supplied free of charge Windows software sweeps the receiver
across the FM band, logging every carrier and generating a spectrum
display of carrier level vs frequency. It then analyzes each carrier and
creates a station list. Its interface is like a portable radio: It may be tuned
manually through the receiver screen or by double-clicking a point on
the spectrum plot or an e itry on the station list. Spectrum plots may be
saved as jpg or bmp files. The RDS data error level is graphed in a
separate window on the receiver screen. The program can be monitored
with headphones pluggec into a standard 1 /8" jack.
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Equipment List

and intercom functions are built into the system, it is also
easily expandable for future needs.

RAM Systems was able to completely integrate design,
installation and construction of control room furniture.
Owner Ron Mitchell along with his team, Dave Dybas,
Bob Larson, Bill Ryan and Rich Anderson were onsite
for the installation.

Different but the same
Control rooms one and two are virtually

identical, as are production one and two.
Each has an SAS Rubicon SL console and a
Rio Link. Because of space limitations, control
room one is also the technical operation
center FOCI where the SAS 32KD routing
switcher is located. All the Rio Links connect
back to the 32KD.

The ability to produce multiple live shows at
the same time was a necessity. Each control
room has two Telos Xstreams ISDN codecs. One

is a program line, fed by an Eventide BD600
delay and a DBX 1066 compressor/limiter. We
connect to ABC Satellite Services in New York,
which distributes our programming. The other
Xstream is for occasional remote feeds.

Each room has a Telos Twox12 phone system
equipped with ISDN capability. Each mic is
fed through a DBX mic processor. The 360

360 Systems Digicart E
Adobe Audition 3.0
ART SLA1
Comrex Matrix
DBX 1066, 286A
Dorrough 1200
E -V RE-27N/D
Eventide BD600
Fostex 6301B. RM-2
Henry Engineering Matchbox HD
RAM SPC2000 furniture
SAS Riolink, Rubicon. 32KD
Tannoy Reveal 6
Tascam DV-DO1U, MD -350. 322
Telos Zephyr Xstream, 21011. Assistant
Producer
Tteline Commander
Yellowtec Mika

Systems Digicart E is used for co nmercial and sound bite
playback. Adobe Audition is used with each computer
for audio editing and production.

The studios have five mic positions. Electro Voice
RE -27 microphones were the preferred choice, along
with Mika mic arms with an on -air indicator. Each
position has the ability to talk back to the producer
in the control room. Computer monitors are set up so
the host and guests can both see the Telos Assistant
Producer call screening system. The host also has access
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Optimod-FM 5300 puts five -band and two -band Optimod proce using into a
single rack unit package and brings it to you at the most affordable price ever. Quality
sound is what 5300 is all about -sound that attracts audiences by providiny a polished.
professional presentation regardless of format and source matenal.

Three Processors in One. The Orban 6300 is a high -quality, multipurpose stereo audio
processor for digital radio. digital television, netcasts, STL protection. sa elite uplink
protection. and digital mastering.

Orban's all -digital 9300 Optimod-AM audio processor can help you ache ie the Ng,-
est possible audio quality in monophonic AM shortwave. medium wave an i long wave
broadcasts. Optimod-AM delivers louder, cleaner. bnoWer FM -like audio with an open
fatigue -free quality that attra

Contact SCMS at any of its offices 1-800-438-6040 www.SCMSinc.com
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to the Internet at his position

ASCII° 112to retrieve quick updates.
The production rooms also have Telos Xstreams.

Telos phone interfaces from the old studio are being used
in each production room. The TOC includes a Comrex
Matrix with both POTS and ISDN capability as well as
a Tieline Commander with IP connectivity. An ESE master

clock provides time code to slave clocks in each studio.
The new PRN studios were built with the future in

mind. As the network adds additional programming,
the platorm of the SAS System will allow for expand-
ability as needed.

The transition to the new studio has not been without
its challenges, but fortunately, those have been minor.

The improvement in the sound of the studios

Like the control rooms, production room 1 and production
room 2 are mirror images of each other.

solo ra

The Revolutionary
Call Routing System

More Connections
Less Wires

More Control
Less Hassle

More Flexibility
Less Money

To talk more, call us.
1-888-363-4844

Ns,

Innovative solutions for creative people

www.phoiiebov

ON111111111111111111

=111

and the versatility of the equipment has
mode the transition well worthwhile. That
old footlocker that held the equipment back
in 1988 is nowhere to be found. f

Hamrick is a contract engineer in Mooresville, NC.
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The new Au iioScieice ASt8921 tuner adapter packs 8 radio tuners into a single
6.6" PCI cad. That's half the space (and half the power) of older analog tuner
cards. Keep tabs on up to 8 AM or FM channels simultaneously, including
RDS/RDBS nfo, all from a single antenna input. Monitor or record in PCM and

MPEG-1 layer2 and MPEG-1 Layer 3 (MP3). Eight not enough? Install up to 8 cards

in one system. Win lows XP/Vista and Linux drivers available. To find out more

about our small wonder, call +1-302-324-5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.

Orairianwavast) www.auchoscience.com 4af f
Same/
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WHEN EVERY SECOND COUNTS
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Z/IP: THE WORLD'S MOST RELIABLE IP CODEC
Just what you'd expect from a ZephyrTM

IP offers clear advantages with regard to cost, ubiquity, and mobility. But also, new :hallenges. That's why Telos

developed ACT - Agile Connection Technology. Working in concert with MPEG-ELD the world's most advanced

coding technology, ACT" continuously monitors the connection, adjusting the buffer and bitrate to compensate

dynamically for network conditions. It does so automatically and without audible artifacts to keep delay as low as

possible and quality as high as possible.

AUDIO I NETWORKS

vow. Tsvos Systems corn

Tekys, ACT'', Zephyr and Zephyr/IR aro rergrstened trademarks of TI.S Corp 02008 All Rights Reserver/
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Tips, tricks, hints and more

By John Landry, CSRE

Serial data explained
Even though there are faster and easier ways to connect data devices,
many older protocols, particularly RS -232, live on. I have always relied

on two things when dealing with RS -232: my LED data tester, and the techni-
cal support documents available online from Black Box. A loopback plug is
also helpful 25 percent of the time.

The most common reason for an RS -232 link not working is simple: The
transmit and receive pins are reversed. A quick check with the data tester will
indicate which device is transmitting on which pin. Simply hook the tester up to
one device only and note whether pin 2 or 3 is lit on the tester. Then unhook

that device and connect to the other device. If

the same LED is lit, then the D( and RX pins on
one end of the cable will have to be swapped. If
handshaking is used, then the CTS/DSR and CD
pins will also have to be swapped.

Checking satellite
antennas during the
Summer is a good
idea.

Landry is an audio maintenance
engineer at CBS Radio/
Westwood One, New York.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline.com

An RS -232
tester quickly
identifies
the correct
signals.

Other data protocols,
such as RS -442/485,
RS -512, X-21 and V.35, are also
commonly found. Similar testers exist
for these protocols as well.

A reference of connector pin -outs is available
at the Black Box website: www.blackbox.com/
Tech_Support/Techn ical-documents/data-inter
faces.aspx

Satellite dish tune-up time!
ummer is a good time to make sure all satel-

k7lite dishes are in good repair and aligned
properly. With expansion and contraction, as well
as vibration, the alignment might have changed
slightly. Further complicating matters are the new
generation satellite receivers, which use smaller (and
sometimes weaker) RF signals than the receivers they

replaced. If a new receiver has come to your station
in a box recently, and it is having reception issues,
you probably need a tune-up at the antenna even
if your old receivers are working just fine.

Make sure the satellite dish is round by checking
two cross measurements. Some fiberglass com-
pounds disintegrate after 20 or so years and can
warp. Inspect the feed horn for obstructions and
check the support spars to make sure all adjustments

are protected against rust. The spars should never
require adjustment unless they have rusted and
broken. The feed line from the dish inside should
be either rigid feed line (Heliax) or quad -shielded
weatherproof trunk coax (RG-11). Make sure the
short coax jumper to the LNB is in good condition
and if necessary, replace or install a waterproof
seal around the connectors. Coax -Seal is a putty -like

substance designed for this purpose. Another effec-
tive method of waterproofing the coax connection
is to tightly wrap vinyl tape (such as 3M-33) and
apply a coating of clear spray paint to it.

One important point often overlooked is the
center of the box date and time. The satellite
is not completely stable in orbit and it wobbles
around. At specific times it is in the center of this
wobble, and that is the correct time to make

adjustments. For the most common radio network
satellite, AMC -8, the center of box information
can be obtained from SES Americon's website or
by calling its operations center. Another important
part of dish alignment is accurate reading of the
satellite signal level. Most receivers do not give a
true time reading of the RF level. The best way to
read the signal level is with a spectrum analyzer.
Small 1/4 turn adjustments can make many decibels

of signal change obvious on the analyzer. Another
useful way to make this measurement (although not

as accurate) is to use an obsolete analog satellite
receiver (such as a Scientific Atlanta DATS or 4595
SEDAT receiver). While these receivers no longer
decode audio, they will detect RF signal and give
you an accurate meter type reading.

Once the satellite dish is peaked in place, lock
down any locking hardware, and if possible
mark any moving parts for future reference. Also
it is a good idea at this time to check the other
end. How many receivers are being used? How
many times has the signal been split? Less is bet-
ter and amplified splits are sometimes distorted
splits, resulting in lower
signal quality readings
and sometimes dropouts
in the audio.

When aligning a
receive antenna, be
sure the satellite is
in the center of its

orbital location.
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NEW full featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from A AKIS

ARC-10Uunbalanced 51,599

ARC -109P balanced 52,495

If you thought that you

couldn't afford a new console,

then you can think again !

Two stereo Program output buses with mono mixdowns

ID or 15 Input channels (optional 18 x 3 stereo remote selector)

1-5 high performance mic channels (optional 48V pwr)

II One Phone hybrid input channel for Live or Off-line

I Cue speaker wr h amp B Headphone amp for 8 ohms (or Hi -Z)

Logic for source control or Talk studio / announce booth

www.arrakis-systems.com 970-461-0730
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Zoom H2 By Chris Wygal

Until recently, the idea
of a four -channel sur-
round recording on

an affordable handheld device
was unheard of. In response,
Zoom created the Handy Re-
corder H2. While the Zoom
H2 is a musician -friendly device,
radio stations that need top-

quality audio recordings quickly
and efficiently will find the Zoom
H2 a valuable tool.

The bluegrass festival
The West Virginia Vandalia Festival is where

bluegrass musicians gather "impromptu" to play
and sing. I carried the Zoom H2 in my front
pocket at the event, anticipating finding a group to
record. Sure enough I came across some dueling
mandolins. I set the H2 to record in 4 -channel
surround mode and held it between the mandolin
players as they faced each other. The front and
rear stereo mics accurately reproduced rich ste-
reo recordings of each mandolin. Atop the H2,

Performance at a glance
Compact size

Multiple channel
settings

Front and rear W-XY
stereo cardioid mic

patterns

External mic and
line inputs

USB file transfer and
SD card storage

Up to 24bit 96kHz
sampling rate

Flexible AGC

Chromatic tuner and
metronome

Windows XP and
Vista and Mac OS X

compatible

two matched stereo microphones are housed in
90 -degree cardioid (front mics) and 120 -degree
cardioid (rear mics) W-XY patterns under a
typical microphone screen. A foam windscreen
is included. The rear mics are well -suited for
sources where a wider stereo range is needed,
such as audiences or singing groups. The front
mics have a tighter pattern, which complements
small groups or vocalists.

I also came across a bluegrass group under a
tree rehearsing. Three vocalists, two guitars, two
mandolins, a banjo and a stand-up bass began
picking and grinning while I stood about 10'
away. The front mics responded surprisingly well
to the stand-up bass, while clearly reproducing all
the instruments and vocalists. The rear mic pair
reproduced the audience of 50 nicely. The wallet -
sized H2 performed equally to a multi -microphone
live recording session.

The Zoom H2 is powered by two AA batteries
or a supplied 9Vdc power supply. It is packaged
with a desktop stand and a mic stand adaptor. The
H2 comes with a 512MB SD memory card, which
can provide more than 1,000 minutes of recording
(64kbp/s stereo MP3) depending on the format
selected. It will also accept a 16GB SDHC cord.
Earbuds, a USB cable and stereo Y -cable are also
supplied for in -ear monitoring, file transfer to PC or
Mac, and stereo line -level recording respectively.

Under the hood
The Zoom H2 has seven front -panel buttons

located below the backlit display screen. Power,
volume and mic gain switches are on the sides
of the unit, along with jacks for phones/line out,
power supply, external mic, line in and USB. The
display screen indicates remaining and elapsed
time, level meters, battery status and the name
of the file being recorded. By simply pressing the
record button twice, the unit records per the users'
preference either a stereo track using the rear or front

mics, or a stereo track using a combination of all
four mics. The unit will also record in mono. When
the H2 is set to 4 -channel surround, two separate
stereo tracks are created. The two tracks can then
be combined using non-linear editing software and
mixed accordingly. The H2 uses USB connectivity
for file transfer to PC or Mac, or the SD card can
be removed and placed in a card reader. The H2
can also act as a real-time USB audio interface
for PC or Mac. Monitoring recording levels and
playback is done via the headphone jack.

A mono or stereo external mic and a stereo line
level device can be plugged in to the H2, which
will deactivate the internal mics. The mic gain can
be adjusted via a switch on the side of the H2.
When AGC (automatic gain control) is selected, the
mic gain switch is bypassed. The H2 is equipped
with two AGC settings, three compressor settings
and three limiter settings.

Settings
The H2 is initially set from the factory to record

stereo 16 -bit 44 .1kHz WAV files. Of course, the
H2 will record file types ranging from 64kb/s MP3
to 24 -bit 96kHz WAV. Files within the H2 can be
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renamed, deleted, split, normalized or converted
from WAV to MP3. BWF (broadcast wave format)
files are created by the H2. For example, cue
points created by hitting the play button during
record on the H2 are BWF compatible, mean-
ing most editing software used by broadcasters
will recognize the cue point. This allows for easy
indexing during editing.

By pressing the menu button on the front panel,
low cut, record format, AGC, file menu,
monitor, 3D -panning, pre record and
auto record are some of the features
readily available. 3D -panning lets the
user adjust the balance between the four
mics while in 4 -channel surround mode.
The H2 has a two second pre record

:KAMfunction that helps remedy a slow finger
when pushing the record button. Auto
record can be set to begin and stop
recording when levels reach a prescribed
threshold for unmanned operation.

Zoom
P 631-784-2200

W www.samsontech.com

E zoom@samsontech.com

The Zoom H2 is equipped with a
chromatic tuner and a metronome. These
features are excellent for musicians who
want to record themselves with pitch
and tempo in mind. The metronome is
monitored via the headphone/line out
jack on the H2.

For radio stations that make a habit
of capturing ambient audience sounds,
live music performances, news confer-
ences or any other audio where sources
come from all around, the Zoom H2
facilitates these needs with perfection.
The two top-quality cardioid microphone
pairs, all housed in the ultra compact
H2 body capture clean, transparent
genuine audio. The W-XY phasing is
perfect, eliminating phase cancellation
concerns and effects. The H2 is easy
on batteries, and with a 2GB card
in 4 -channel surround mode (16bit at
44.1 kHz), will record for 96 minutes.
The H2 easily interfaces with Windows
XP and Vista, and Mac OS X or later.
In addition to capturing musicians and
other ambient sources, consider a simple
interview: No more passing a handheld
mic back and forth. Set the Zoom H2
between interviewer and interviewee,
and away you go.
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If Space Is Truly The Final Frontier,
We're Your Enterprise...

Designed for Quality, Function, and Beauty
 In Stock for Quick

 Precision Manufactured
Delivery

by Award Winning
Craftsmen ("Cool Stuff")

 "White Glove" Delivery
Available

 Turnkey System
Integration

 Known for Quality and
Service since 1984

Meturad Modulur Prermum

GRAHAMSTUDIO
Broadcast Furniture...System Integration...Automatio

www.grahatn-stuchos.com  Toll Free 866.481.669
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ATI ADAC-2
By Jeff Smith,

CEA CBNT

Most broadcast facilities need to convert analog audio to digital
or digital to analog. Many times this may need to happen in a
critical air or program chain so a high quality, reliable conver-

sion is needed.
ATI has come through with its ADAC-2, two -channel, 24 -bit, 192kHz

analog -to -digital, digital -to -analog and sample -rate converter. The 1 RU de-
vice has a front panel that is easy to read and understand. It allows users to
toggle between all three options with a single pushbutton. The mode button
lets you switch between A/D, D/A, and SRC setups. The front panel also

has a bright level meter, gain adjustment and
clearly displays sample rate, word length and
input selection.

Moving back
The rear of the unit is just as nicely laid out.

Everything is clearly labeled and the connec-
tions are not crammed together making it easy
to dress cables to the unit. There are balanced
and unbalanced analog, transformer -isolated

Performance at a glance
Three independent

signal paths

Dedicated I/O
for each converter

section

SNR >100dB

Sample rates from
32kHz to 192kHz

Up to 24 -bit
word length

Front -panel lock

Stores and recalls
three separate setups

XLR, RCA and
Toslink audio I/O

AES-3, S/PDIF digital, a Toslink optical input,
BNC outputs for sync and an XLR input for sync
in. The stable, low -jitter, internal clock can be set
up with a variety of sync inputs, including word,
bit and external source. It also has an internal
power supply and does not rely on wall warts or
any other kind of external transformers.

With all that said, the audio performance of the
ADAC-2 is just as impressive as the layout of the
unit. The sample rate conversion portion of the unit
can take place at 16, 18, 20 or 24 bits at sample
rates from 32kHz to 192kHz. The unit also has
plenty of headroom with a dynamic range greater
than 100dB and a THD of less than 0.003 percent.
The digital to analog portion is different from the
ADC in that it will auto select the sample rate of

the incoming digital source. It also has an even
lower THD of less than 0.001 percent.

Audio quality like this makes using the ADAC-2
for applications like STL and EAS conversion worry-

free. I have used them to convert a digital program
chain to analog to feed analog STLs. I have also
used the D/A-A/D to insert an analog audio
processor into an entirely digital air chain. The
ADAC-2 allows
me to take my
digital program
chain, convert it
to analog, feed
my audio pro-
cesso and then
take analog out

ATI
P 856-719-9900

W www.atiaudio.com

E sales@atiaudio.com

of the processor

and convert it back to digital to feed the air chain.
In this application the unit's audio quality really
shines. There is no noticeable loss or noise in the
back -and -forth conversion. That is mission -critical
when it comes to program and air chains.

ATI worked with Day Sequerra's engineering
department to develop the ADAC-2. The unit
shows the commitment from both companies to help
redefine what many people think of ATI from years
ago. It sports an ATI Digital Audio logo, signifying
a high -end digital product. This is really a quality
A/D-D/A-SRC unit from a whole new ATI.

Smith rs the broadcast system supervisor, Clear Channel
NYC, and chief engineer VVWPR-FM

Editor's note. Feld Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine feature
for radio broadcasters Each report a prepared by well -qualified staff at
a radio &ation, producton facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. Manu-
facturer support is limited to providing loan equipment and to aiding the
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magaane to publish the results of any
device tested, positive or negative. No report shout' be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by Redo magazine.
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Simian - radio automation
and digital play out system

SkimmerPlus - professional
audio logging and skimming

CD Ripping
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Speedy- professional CD to
PC ripping and file tagging

Stinger- instant acess to
288 'rapid fire' audio files

11-888-274-8721
www.bsiusa.com

VVaveGart - the original
o i-screen cart machine

Full PC Systems Music Library

Complete PC systems - ML sicStore - thousands of
with hardware and music ready to play (tagged) songs

AudioScience - built for
broadcast, pro sound cards

Broadcast Software International
503 E. 11th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401 USA
Direct: 541-338-8588
Fax: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com

Remote Control

Trigger & Relay Devices -
for GPI/0 & remote control



NEW PRODUCTS
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

Portable PA system
Samson Technologies
EXL250 Expedition Express: Designed to

be lightweight and compact,
the new Expedition series
delivers excellent sound
dispersion, thanks to sleek,
molded cabinets with sub-
stantial internal bracing to
support its thick sidewall
construction. The Expedi-

tion enclosures feature an
improved, custom -designed

12" low frequency driver. Their
1" titanium compression driver

with an elliptical wave -guide horn
controls dispersion for a linear response.

Other features include Speakon connectors,
convenient fly -points, steel grill and a scuff -resistant
textured finish. The most comprehensive version of
Expedition, the XPL300, is a powered loudspeaker
with a built-in four -channel stereo mixer, 24 -bit
digital effects processing and -

631-784-2200; www.samsontech.com
info@samsontech.com

www,RadioN/aOnline,com

PC -based RF spectrum analyzer
Kaltman Creations

Invisible Waves: These PC -based RF spectrum analyzers offer automatic
charting of open white space for wireless microphones, in -ear monitors, remote
control or IFB. The first in the new series of analyzers is the Invisible Waves
model IW1800. The IW1800 covers the frequency span of 100kHz to
1 .8GHz for VHF and UHF analysis and extending into the lower gigahertz
ranges. Future models will include the Invisible Waves model IW4000, which
will cover the span of 100kHz to 4GHz and the IW7000 covering the
frequency span of 100kHz to 7GHz. Resolution V) in all models Is th o typ sensitivity of -120dbm.

678-714-2000; www.kaltmancreationslIc.com; sales@kaltmancreationskcom

IIDS/RBDS encoder
Inovonics

Model 720:A third -generation product in the
Inovonics line of RBDS encoding and decoding

Products, the 720 has a front -panel LCD screen

-o allow users to scroll through and confirm all
setup and operating parameters without the
-ieed for a computer on site. Incoming data
trom station automation can be seen on the fly,

and scrolling song titles and other messages
are displayed exactly as they are seen by
listeners. The 720 automation command set
remains compatible with earlier models for
seamless integration along existing encod-
ers, and a new no headers mode allows use
with unformatted, satellite -streamed song title
feeds. Intuitive, self -guiding software, built-in
data diagnostics and transmission safeguards
make instollntinn i ICIV HI in (TheD prnof

800-733-0552; www.inovon.com
inio@inovon.com

Case -securing foam
Specialized Products
Custom Foam Inserts: Once a customer has selected an SPC case to fit his requirements
(size and type), SPC will then custom build the secure tool or equipment inserts for an exact

fit from a variety of high -quality foam type options. Tools and test equipment, which can
also be purchased through SPC, are carefully measured and specified for precise die -cut
mounting to ensure a firm and secure fit in the foam inserts. In selecting their custom foam
tool inserts, SPC customers can choose from soft polyurethane and denser, more rigid
polyethylene foam. Options include cross -linked polyethylene, anti -static and military -grade

foam with a choice of density and thickness. SPC can help in selecting the best foam -type
for a specific application. Once specifications are provided and a layout created, the die -cut process
stamps custom -shaped steel rules through the foam. A test sample is provided to ensure expectations are
met. Upon approval, SPC processes the order - usually within two weeks with a 25 -piece minimum.

800-866-5353; www.spedolized.net
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IP audio endpoints
Digigram

411111r40

111141ZKQ

PYKO: This range of it auaio endpoints
and software can build manageable
digital audio networks. PYKO devices
will either convert analog or digital audio
sources to MP3 or PCM IP streams or
play such streams from the network or
from locally stored MP3 files. Units are
housed in robust, rack -mountable casings
with balanced I/Os on terminal block
connector< and eight r;Pinc

703-875-9100; www.digigram.com
input@digigram.com
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DA795 Digital
Audio Analyzer

.

ilAns

Now You
Can Solve

Digital Audio
Problems!

We Can Help!
1.605.339.0100
1.800.736.2673

sales@sencore.com

www.sencore.com/products/da795.htm

For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First'
Materials to Contro_ Sound and Eliminate Nose'

From practice spaces to professicial recording studios, we can help
you cet the materials you need to 'it your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams, fiberglass panels. diffusers. bass
and corner traps, vibration control acoustical wall fabrics, ceiling tiles,
modular enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

1.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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e Armstrong Transmitter X -1000B

YOUR

Bring najor market sounc to
your radio station with the dual.
hot-svappable 600 Watt RF modules
capab e of 150% modulation in
Armst-ong Transmitter's X -1000B.
(1KW I- 8 DRM ready AM transmitter).

Engineered with the latest technology
advances. X -1000B offers high
reliability and built-in redundancy.
Get ready to save money while
improving your sound and reliability.
Cal us today!

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

Tel 315-673-1269 A sales@armstrongtx.com A www.armstrongtx.com
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Bi-amplified active monitor, subwoofer
Genelec
6010A, 5040A: The 6010A system has been designed for
computer sound systems, workstations and other close -proximity
listening applications requiring a low -profile monitoring system.
Designed as an active loudspeaker, the 6010A contains pro-

prietary drivers, advanced power
amplifiers matched to the drivers,
active crossover filters and protection
circuitry. The 6010A has a die-cast
all -aluminum minimum diffraction en-

closure, which features large internal
volumes, softly curved edges and out-

standing mechanical strength. Each
monitor features a 3" bass driver along
with a 3/4" high -frequency driver

loaded into a new Genelec advanced
Directivity Control Waveguide. The
free -field frequency response is 74Hz -
18kHz. Maximum peak SPL output per
pair with music material is 102dB. Bass
and treble drivers are each powered by
12W amplifiers.
508-652-0900; www.genelecusa.com

genelec.usa@genelec.com

Emergency Warning
& Community Messaging

using your FM station
with free RDS equipment.

Available today!

Call us
for more information

viaRadio
Radio Data Systems

ViaRadio Corporation
(321) 242-0001
wwwslaradlo.com
Inktitylaradiesgm

Specializing in RDS/RBDS solutions

Resource management
Scheduall
Media Manager: By connecting work-

groups, enhancing communications, mini-
mizing duplication of efforts and reducing
human error, Scheduall assists operational
productivity and the financial visibility of a
project. Scheduall delivers automated cost
controls, the ability to monitor budgets and
provides management with tools to make
informed decisions about the profitability of
their operation. The Scheduoll application
is a real-time enterprise resource manage-
ment tool that simplifies the administration
of facilities, equipment, asset libraries,
personnel scheduling, bidding, billing
and payments for the broadcast, media
and entertainment industries. Scheduall
can interface with back -office accounting,
human resource and ERP systems providing
cost control and reporting functionality that
drives unparalleled business analysis and
increased efficiencies.

800-334-5083; www.scheduall.com

Broadcast equipment at exceptional prices.

Customized automation systems

Complete systems integration.

Quality pre -owned equipment.

Pre -wiring packages.

Broadcast equipment repair.

Complete engineering services.

Lightner
Electronics Inc.
Your Ultimate Solution.

Toll Free 866-239-3888
Tel: 814-239-8323
Fax: 814-239-8402
www.lightnerelec:ronics.com
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Find the mic
winner
June issue

'

edit

Congratulations to

Rick Perry
of Bristol, VA.

His name was drawn from
the correct entries for the

November issue. He won a
Heil PR -20 mic from

Heil Sound.

%Th

The mic icon was
in the Pick Hits
logo replacing
the screw on

the yoke.

ound.corn
No purchase necessary. For complete
rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

NEW PRODUCTS

Access portal
Telular

SX7: This unit provides a fixed con-
nection to the 3G cellular neiwprk. The
SX7 utilizes CDMA and GSM networks
and is available through several cel-
lular carriers like AT&T and Sprint. The
SX7 can power phones up to five REN
through just one phone jack.

800-229-2326; www.telular.com

Audio level processing system
Audessence
Pod Blaster: This entry-level digital audio
processor is designed for podcasters, broadcast
studios and program production applications,
but can also be used for dual microphone level
control. It features aralog and digital inputs and
outputs, GUI set-up via USB and nine pre-set audio
profiles. The Pod Blaster produces smooth profes-
sional sound, ends listener annoyance and tune -out
due to sloppy levels, allows every presenter the
freedom to concentrate on the content, improves
audibility and clarity of the program and eliminates
overload distortion and damage.

+44 1444 880 444; www.audessence.com

r 21111211MgC..

on t take a chance with your timing reeds. Trust the name broadcasters
have counted on for precision master clocks and timir g -related products
for over 35 years ESE. Our products accurately synchronize broadcost
operations using a choice of GPS, WVvV, Modem, Crystal or line
frequency for affordable, reliable, perfect time.

Visit www.ese-web.com to witness world -class timing systems thot are
designed for easy installation, set-up cnd operation.

142 Sierra Street

El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127

www.ese-web.com

4
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Audio interface
Circuit Research Labs

41=1E11 
%ill io riol, irmiA. AmANKA......

Audio Bridge: The Audio Bridge features a
multi -forma. : interface with analog, AES3,
USB 2.0 and IP audio connectivity. Each input
can be routed to virtually any output. It features
high -resolution 24 -bit analog -to -digital and digital -
to -analog conversion with selectable conversion
rates up to 192k samples per second. The USB
port supports streaming audio to or from Win-
dows or Mac PCs. Audio Bridge has correct
interchannel clocking that achieves perfect time
alignment and phase. The Audio Bridge offers a
high quality integral headphone amp to monitor
any source and a simple, intuitive menu interface
for configuration and status information, all in a
compact 1 RU chassis.

480-403-8300; www.orban.com
salesorban.com

Portable USB microphone
Blue Microphones
Snowflake: The
Snowflake is based
on Blue's Snowball
professional USB mi-
crophone. Blue has
combined a USB bus -
powered capsule with
a class compliant
design to make the
Snowflake plug
and play. The mic
folds into a single
compact case, which also
houses a USB cable for easy
transport in a laptop bag or
even a pocket. Unfolded,
the case serves as a desktop
stand or a laptop clip.

818-879-5200

www.bluemiccom

Ain
Mellti WSW"

AL -I
3-DRX

.16,1,01.1114A 'VMS

TOSHIO CASAINAIIM. CNOSTAL PIMPOA.US/ACC w rr n
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3- ID FIX

Oar I:Mnu -- Amain

Automatically switches between two AES Digital Audio signals or a stereo analog signal.
Analyzes digital signal errors (CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable.

TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES 800.806.8851 WWW71TUSLABS.COM

Check Out Our Family Of Consoles... 20 versions
DYNAMAX consoles have been a

reliable product for small to medium
4  r 4. sized Radio Stations since 1991.

 6 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo

and two Mono)
 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channels

SANDIES

MX8R List $5,200 )

MX18E List $8,600

available!

MX8L List $5,200

215-547-2570 DYNAMAX
www.sandiesusa.com MX SERIES MX12L List $6,300
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UPGRADES and UPDATES
One of the most often used pages on
the V -Soft website is the free Zip -Signal
utility, which has been updated with the
most recent Zip Code database, links to
the FCC CDBS database and has fast
access. (www.v-soft.com/ZipSignal/)...
The U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission and Radio Shack have
recalled two models of dc power
supplies sold between Oct. 2004 and
Jan. 2007. Radio Shack part numbers
22-507 and 22-508 with date codes
from 08A04 through 01A08 are affected.
(800-843-7422, www.radioshack.com/
recall)...Coby Electronics will release
the first portable HD Radio receiver.
the HDR-700. this month. The battery -
powered unit features a splash -proof
hcusing, integrated rechargeable
battery and an SD card slot for MP3
playback. (www.cobyusa.com)...Adam
Audio is now shipping the A5 powered
monitor. The A5 features two 25W
amplifiers to power the folded ribbon
tweeter and 5" woofer.
(www.adam-audio.com)

NEW PRODUCTS

Automated broadcasting software
Fifty Thousand Watt Software
Automatic Transmission: Ideal for low -power
stations, college stations
and Internet broadcast-
ing, recordings are simply
organized into file folders:
a typical installation will
have several folders for
different types of music, plus

folders dedicated to com-
mercials, jingles, weather,
etc. A playlist directs the
program to randomly select
recordings from a particular
sequence of folders. Recordings in each folder can
be weighted so that some songs or commercials ploy
more often than others. A no -repeat option specifies
a minimum amount of time before a recording can
play again. In addition to a music rotation, Automatic
Transmission can be programmed to play particular
recordings at a specified time. It will smoothly transition
from a music rotation to timed broadcast, and then back
to music rotation. Fo Internet radio use, the program
can broadcast song titles, so the -ext can be viewed
on the listener's computer
763-390-4046; www.50kws.com; soles(450kws.com

Dog Days
of Summer

Got You
Down?

fiet a fresh start for fall with
RSIls new customizable online

RF Safety Plan!
OSHA requires a comprehensive RF program, to
include training and this easy to formulate
customized document will provide you with the
requirements necessary to achieve the complete
program.

Safety Through Education

Contact us today
to find out more

about this unique
solution to your
RF safety needs.

888-830-5648
www.rsicorp.com

Cs New Model 81030
1 LCD Display
- Quick Reading
- Accurate Reading

s  100mW-10kW
-Standard Elements
-2 to 2300 MHz

 Watts or dBm
-Microcontroller

 Portable
-Rechargeable

o Rugged
-No Moving Needle

 High Value
-Competitive Price

Coaxial
Dynamics

Tel: 440-243-1100 email: sales@coaxial.com
Fax: 440-243-1101 web: www.coaxial.com
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Audio recorder
Ed irol
R-09 HR: With a wider dynamic range,
higher bit and sample rates than other
recorders, the R-09HR supports up to
24-bit/96kHz linear PCM recording.
I.A.R.C. is a newly developed, dedicated
analog circuit optimized for recording with
the R-09HR's onboard A/D converter.
Electrolytic capacitors provide stable, reli-
able power with an independent power
source for the analog circuitry, and another
power source for the digital circuit board,
thus eliminating dc interference between
components in the R-09HR. The I.A.R.C.
also contributes to high quality, low noise
MP3 recording. When recording, there's
no extra equipment to buy or cables to con-

nect. A stereo microphone is built into the unit, complete
with a dedicated analog input control, mono/stereo
selector, low-cut filter, limiter/AGC and a gain boost.
The onboard electret condenser microphone elements
are very compact, ultra -sensitive, and placed to capture
three-dimensional sound naturally and accurately.
360-594-4273; www.odirol.com; sales@edirol.com

Your VoteCounts!
Advancement in Radio Technology

W A Fl
The Advancement in Radio

Technology Awards recognize
the top new products introduced
over the last year, and you get to

decide the winners.

Go to
RadioMagOnline.com/artawards

and vote today.

The winners will be
announced at the
NAB Radio Show.

Signal processor
Vorsis
FM2000: Modeled after the Vorsis AP1000 31-oand audio processor, the FM2000 includes

all of the features of the AP2000 except the digital processing chain with its own dedicated
digital output. This product targets customers who seek the performance specifications of the AP2000 but do not require
the digital processing chain.

252-638-7000; www.vorsis.com; soles@vorsis.com

More engineers.
More innovations.
More award winning
introductions.

Learn More
at www.nautel.com/expectmore

nautei
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GALLERY
Swiss Army Knife of
REmotc Broadcasting!!!
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MiCTF/ - AiTic inr to Telephone Interface
 Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular

phone or balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

5> Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

 User-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

 External power input with battery backup.

f> Individual gain controls for send, receive and phones.

Get info on this E3
otner great remote
products at www.circuitwerkes.com

(Vp
MOORETRONIX

lignAIWAST A INDLISTRIAI f I Ff ItflNn

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.
Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device
and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pins
and instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

1 KW
1 KW
2 KW
3 KW
5 KW
7+HD
7+HD
10 KW
10 KW
14+5 KW
25 KW
27.5 KW
30 KW
35 KW
50 KW

1 KW
5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
10 KW
10 KW
12 KW

ranscom
orporation

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
Authcrized Representatives for a,l major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
2007 Crown FM1000A (new), solid state
2007 Crown FM1000E (new), solid state
2007 Crown FM2000E (new), solid state
1996 Henry 3000D-95
2000 Continental 815C, solid state
2005 Harris Z16HDC INC, solid state
2005 Harris Z16HDC IBOC, solid state
1986 Continental 816R -1A
2001 Henry 10,000D-95
2005 BE Fmi1405 (IBOC) HD. solid state
1989 Continental 816R -3B
1988 Continental 816R -4B
1988 BE FM30A
1986 BE FM35A
1982 Harris Combiner

w/auto exciter -transmitter switcher

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1996 Continental 314D, solid state
2005 Harris Gates 5, solid state
1982 Harris MW5A
1987 Harris MW5B
1988 Harris SX5A-single phase
1983 Nautel Amptet 10, solid state
1985 Continental 316F
2000 Nautel XL12, solid state

EXCITERS USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
'New' 30 W synthesized exciters
Used Harris Digit Exciter

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 10kW)
TV STL

Please visit our web site, www.tnamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FCR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200. Huntingdon Valley. PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

Denon 720R cassette, NEW
Sola Voltage Reg 60hz 1 KVA
s -phase
Marti STL 10 System
Marti STL 15 System

FTSMNIRAK
BROADCAST FURNFTURE
Custom Image Room Furniture

-El. ,ip ,iirAilli,

01111.111
orce 36 MF

I P O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.33 2.3393 415.332.1392 FAX 415.332.2607

www.c>mnirax.com info@omnirax.com

Why (3mnirax?
E.icellent collanoratire custom design ability.
S4 you get exactly what you want

fa Unique combination 31 style, functionality
:and ergonomics
Fanatical attention tc detail

IN 15 years of experience
WI 100% satisfaction gut ranteed
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GALLERY

The Ultimate IBOC Receiver/Translator
Designed to accommodate "full envelope" baseband signals
(IBOC and analog), Fanfare's new age receiver/translator, the
TRO-1, is fully self-contained and does not require an IBOC
exciter. In fact, it arrives ready for full deployment under all
existing FM modulation forms. The TRO-1 offers considerable
versatility requiring only connection to the receiving antenna
and a linearized PA.

At the heart of the TRO design is patented NTP-based
technology, which enables the TRO to establish a noise floor
that is often below normal measure. Such significant noise
reduction manifests itself in significantly increased sensitivity
and adjacent noise rejection.

failfave fm
PO Box 386 Lancaster 14086
Website lvww.i5n&refm.corri"

1-800-268-8637
FAX - 866-791-7443

Email "prointtt@m5ret`mcom"

VOCALSOCITH.COM, INC
PROFESSIONAL SOUND ISOLATION
BOOTHS & ENCLOSURES

- X 6' GOLD SERIES W, AURALEX FOAM INTERIOR

ARIL 1 1 -17 LAS vEGAS, NV MOOTH # SL971 2

NABSHOW
STANDARD S. CUSTOM SIZE ROOMS UP TO 1 6' x 16'

WWW.VOCALBOOTH.COM

INFORMATION@VC1CALBOOTH.COM

Your Vote
Counts!

Advancement in Radio Technology

Pivil NI IIW A Ft Co S

The Advancement in
Radio Technology

Awards recognize the
top new products intro-
duced over the last year,

and you get to decide
the winners.

Go to
RadioMagOnline.com/artawards

and vote today.

The winners will be
announced at the
NAB Radio Show.

Coming in the September issue of

Rad4o
THE 9114.010 TECHNOLOGY LEADER

f Recording in Surround
Inside a Cleveland Studio
I Trends in Techndogy
Processing for Online and 115
I RF Engineering
Tweak the Ground System
I Field Reports
X -Keys & Armstrong X -1000E
I New Products
New Stuff for the Station
I Tech Tips
The Inside Answers
4 Annual Product Source
A Product Plethora

`Rai Rarity
_Or ur spa

tt
40

Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors
Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate
Shipment

from Stock

 Se Habla Espanol

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
f mail.

rfp@rtparts.com

RE

RF
,i'a,, /967

RE PARTS"
COMPAN Y
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aCT EDE?
We've Got

Multi Station Relay Adapters
for you!

Control up
to 4 stations
with one Endec and one MSRA!
Both rack mount and cabinet
units available. Economical too!

For pricing and details on these
and other innovative products
for the broadcaster, call or visit

us on the web at:

www.dmengineering.com

DM
Enineerin

2174 Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 93010

805-987-7881 800-249-0487

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

11111111.1
GET ON-THE-RIR, STAY ON-THE-RIR!

V SOW RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORIGINAL...
"STATION -IN -R -BOX"

Since the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have
been put in service worldwide!

From temporary locations, rapid deploy-
ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol. record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Boo' from Ramsey!

Vris
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS. LLC

/v11 ti Station Drive. Victor, NY 14564

ramsey H00.446-2295  585-974-45W
www.ramseybroadcastcom

Elevated Radial System
 Easily Inspected

 Less Expersive
 Performs equal to or better than a buried

system

 Requires less labor and materials to install

 Fully complies with HI' requirements
'an utilize the land below the system for

farming, storage buildings, etc.

 FREE system design with purchase of an

elevated radial system from Non l.td.

Phone 505-327-5646

Fax 505-325-1142

nott ltd
3/4111 I,a Plata ilwy

Farmington, SI USA 87401

email: infoanottltd.com

dievestigatot li

Now included.
3 -second 1. GS Terrain
Block Level census data
The Antenna Structure Registry Database
One set of National Geographic TOPO! Maps

Things are nc longer locked together With
multiple moni ors, move the Job contra , station
table, and other tool
boxes to one screen 4

then, expand he map
to full size on another.
The map is now a
resizable rectangle.

It is easier than ever
to keep your c lients
Informed or tc create

*your FCC encineering I
exhibits. Just create the contours anc show
the cities put some labels and arrows on to
identify everything, save map to clipboard,
and paste it into your word processing program.
You can also export the contours as KML files
to display on Google Earth.

Our White/Gray tool is the latest development
the program. We try to give our clients the

s they need and have requested.

rfSoftware, Inc. .4,4.

alex@wwwsfsoftware.com

52-367-1700

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

langley-lice in Hawaii Using Terrain -31Y"

,-.

...-

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

4 Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM, ITU-R P.1546-1,
PTP. FCC and others with Probe 3TM

4 Sewch FM channels under spacings and
conbur protection using FMCommander TM

4 Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2 n'

.rPlot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D TM

oftThe leader in broadcast
IrAPAUNICArIONSA engineering consulting
.......*.o..-... software

www.v-soft.corn 800 743-3684

r1

Pki) ro

111
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z
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DA795 Digital
Audio Analyzer

Now You
Can Solve

Digital Audio
Problems!

We Can Help!
1.605.339.0100
1.800.736.2673

sales@sencore.com

www.sencore.com/products/da795.htm
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Acoustics First
... . 888.765-2900
Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate Noise"
http://www.acousticsfirst.com

HELP WANTED

SCOTTY, WE NEED WARP SPEED NOW!

A growing enterprise, Sovereign
City Communications, LLCTM seeks
a Chief Broadcast Engineer to over-
see our new, state-of-the-art facili-
ties. The successful candidate must
have experience in network radio
and in start-up situations. A working
knowledge and/or experience with
Axia, Audio Vault and Music Master
broadcast systems a plus. Ideal can-
didate is 1/3 MacGyver, 1/3 Scotty,
1/3 Einstein. Minimum 3-5 years ex-
perience preferred. Sovereign City is
an equal opportunity employer. Sub-
mit resume to: jobsesovcity.com

ttAkittiGrtetti
Communications,LLC'"

Get your own copy!
Each month. the Radio
Technology Leader brings
you the latest must -read
information:
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology
 Facility Showcase
 RF Engineering
 Field Reports
 New Products
 FCC Update

Rail
To start your own FREE

subscription, go to

subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?tc=nn6007

and complete the
online form TODAY!
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This month:
Field Report, page 44

Jeff Smith, CEA CBNT
Supervisor of
Broadcas Systems,
WWPR Chief
Engineer, Clear
Channel, NY

1 in radio
g,i .uur,r lull -time in

).91 as an engineer
)r WCTC and WMGQ,

Ui euuir Mecita s stations in NJ. He went
on to work as Metro Networks northeast
engineering manager based in NYC and
then as director of broadcast systems
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engineering issues at all 55 Nassau
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SBE15 and chairman of the SBE's
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SIGN OFF vwvw.RadiolVagOnlinacom
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

That was then

Legendary
morning

announcer
Claude

Tomlinson in
the studio

circa 1956. He
remained with

the station
until 1992.

Sample and Hold
Top 5 Radio Market

Revenues by CAGR Rank
SNL Kagan has identified small -to -midsize markets in

the Pacific region, especially in metro areas with large
Hispanic populations, as having the greatest growth
potential. In its report, "Radio/TV Staticn Annual
Outlook: Market -by -Market Revenue Projections", the
company took into account overall broadcast revenue
trends, market demographics and expected ad revenues
from the presidential election in determining a market's
growth potential.

In November, Arcadia Publishing Co. of Charleston,
SC, will release Images of America: Knoxville's WIVK
by Ed Hooper. This book delves into the history of Ten-
nessee's country music station, WIVK. It includes 200
photos (some never -before -seen) of the station from 1953
when Jim Dick founded it through today. Photo informa-
tion courtesy Ed Hooper
To order this book visit
www.wiyk.com.

The first WIVK
studio on Gay
Street above a

hardware store,
where it remained

until moving to
Bearden Hill.

Tomlinson
who first
signed
WIVK on
the air in
1953.

Announcer Ken
Russell, known
as Cousin Ken,

started at WIVK
as a fill-in in the

1950s. He had
an ear for local

talent that made
his program one

of the station's
most popular.

CAGR 2007 CAGR Retail GrowthMarketRank Market Rank 2007-2012 2007-2012
1 San Diego 17 2% 11.9%

2 Riverside -San Bernardino -Ontario, CA 26 1.9% 10.1%

3 Stockton, CA 79 1.9% 11.9%

4 San Jose, CA 35 1.9% 8.9%

5 Fresno, CA 66 1.9% 10.7%

Source. SNL Kagan
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2 Ethernet Audio Done Right

MEET THE SQUARE
The Wheatstone E2 (E SQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It

just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability.

SQUAREs are totally scalable: use one as a standalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have a standalone digital snake. Add a fanfree mix engine and
build yourself a studio using analog and digital I/O SQUAREs.

All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed intel-
ligence replicates all configuration data to every unit.
Profanity delay and silence detection are done in the
SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (w/automation protocol)
-it's in there; all with real front panel meters, 32
character status indicators and SNMP capability.

dB

88E DIGITAL ENGINE: Just plug an E -SERIES control surface or GLASS E
computer interface into this engine and get all the mixes, mic and signal
processing you need. Fanfree, so it can stay in the studio where :t belongs.

Because the E2 system doesn't rely on a third party
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). Like-
wise, system operation doesn't require external PCs for
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1 Gigabit protocol

eliminates the latency and channel capacity
restrictions associated with older technology.

E -SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT!

Studio 1

E -SERIES
control surface

88D I/O: 8 digital inputs and outputs. You can headphone monitor and meter
any of the SQUARE's inputs or outputs in real time. The 32 character
display gives you all the information you need about your audio and
system configuration. And because you can operate in either 8 -channel
stereo or 16 -channel mono mode, 16 channels of metering are provided.

88A I/O: 8 analog inputs and outputs. You can bring a new SQUARE up in
seconds and of course use the front panel encoder for your X -Y control.
Front panel status LEDs give you continuous link, status, and bit rate
-formation as well ac confirmation of any GPIO activation.

0 1111110 iiililil

88AD I/O: 4 analog plus 4 digital inputs and outputs-perfect for small
studios or standalone rou'i

0141511.740. 4.1/ro OW/.

88 I/O CONNECTIONS: E= has both DB-25s for punchblock interface and
RJ-45s for point-tc-point interface. All SQUARES have 12 individually con-
figurable opto-isolated logic ports that can be either inputs or outputs.

STUDIOS GONE EASY!
digital engine

8x8 I/O

16x16 I/O

standard

layer 3

Ethernet

switch

8x8 I/O

digital engine

8x8 I/O

II V wfrwsoatetcsrive°www.wheatstone.com



AIR WARRIOR

A modern air warrior needs all of the power and control he can
muster to bring to the battle. When it's you against the other guy,
the VORSIS AP -2000 has it ALL.

NOT AN ACE YET? The AP -2000 comes preloaded with over 70
presets tuned to do battle. Try a test flight with the latest VORSIS
31 -band digital processor-and
join the broadcast elite!

Wes Davis

Jim Hibbard

Owen Martin

Chip Morgan

Matt Lightner
Jim Loupas

Bruce Roberts
Floyd Turner

__, 1111 lik

-air
CLNia-> 4.11.1112.3 Limp.;
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U r4_ .0 P -2000
DIGITAL SPECTRAL PROCESSOR
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